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negation of everyone and his puppy considering refer as in “retaining him” in the Peruvian matter.
themselves to have replaced “Dharma” and claim
You will note that he will also refer to Russell
RE: PERUVIAN GOLD, BONUS 3392-181. LT. all sorts of fraudulent standings.
Herman as “Durham” and that of course is because
COL. AL MARTIN (RET.) REFERENCE FROM
“Hatonn” is up for anyone’s claim, I suppose, we tried working with V.K. Durham while under the
BOOK, THE CONSPIRATORS
(right or wrong) but Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn is NOT. assumption, although Herman had told us otherwise
We have come forth with an incredible and when making his assignment, that Russell and Vina
ALWAYS HARD TO BELIEVE
massive task to accomplish and that is exactly Katherine were married. He said they were not
what we plan to do.
married and that has been verified.
Hatonn—I am not interested in convincing
To you who just couldn’t believe such a
Since Herman did, we assume, live with her
anyone of anything but I will offer you input as massive program might well be in our own as she claimed, we respected her position as we
to what insiders KNOW and now present while mission of accomplishment, I am often sorry for had no reason to do otherwise.
also protecting our own people who must always your misperceptions but it changes nothing of our
Finally, we find that every presentation made
act in Truth and, as always in the political eye, task of achievement.
on her part was fraudulent and is literally
in literal sheltering of their lives.
There has been great confusion and delusion criminal in intent.
In the process of discussing some of these things as V.K. Durham set about trying to fraudulently
You will find that Col. Martin will refer to the
you will now have to understand more clearly our own take for herself that which was NOT hers in any massive sums of money it would require to sort the
relationships as Doris Ekker, through registration of measure for the taking in any way.
mess and uncover the “creators” and so it has. It
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, has literally become
As you read Col. Martin’s writings, however, you has required both investment of time (incalculable)
established as my “POWER OF ATTORNEY”. will see (you who know facts) that he has not given and money which has required everything even
Moreover, THIS is why all the consideration and forth correct names of either corporations or the hoped to hold if our attempts at bringing to harvest
“holder” to which he will these fruits should fail.
(Continued on page 2)
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And yes, since we set off on this Odyssey we
have lost many of our mates and yea, a few lawyers,
literally, to death and change of intent.
We note that one of our contacts, even in Manila
as an author and friend, from upstart was able to
check and realize what we offer is TRUE and valid.
We recognize that at least one of those parties
“knew” due to his friendship with one, General John
K. Singlaub (often called Jack).
Gen. Singlaub was close in all the Bush
enterprises of any consequence. He is also a large
presence in the “gold
diggings”
AND
MISINFORMATION
regarding the Yamashita
treasures. We have no
interest in either the treasure
or the facts, for there is
enough gold SUPPOSED TO
BE IN THE CENTRAL
BANK to do everything we
need to accomplish in
Southeast Asia JUST with
the Royal Family established,
BY LAW, as holdings. If in
fact the now privately-owned
Central Bank does not longer
hold the gold, they will have
to retrieve it and therefore
holding receipts will suffice
until the hard commodity is
replaced in its proper vault.
Our holdings in Global
Alliance Investment Association
have not been denied—
anywhere. However, the
Central Bank has handled the
circumstance with “it’s fictitious”
but without true reference to
WHAT, exactly, is “fictitious”.
Their approach has been to
send a form letter to holders
with an attached clipping from
the “pro-administration”
newspaper listing several
scams, cons and counterfeit
operations—NONE
OF
WHICH EVEN REMOTELY
RELATES TO US.
Very soon after arriving in
Manila our attorney was
contacted on several occasions
and was subsequently interviewed at length and finally
it was determined that those investigators could FIND
NOTHING wrong with our documents or our claims.
In addition, one party who was on the
Monetary Board and is married to one of the
most prominent lady Senators, with E.J., Charles
Neil and Rick Martin IN HIS OFFICE called the
then Bank Governor, Singson, to inquire as to use
of said documents. The answer was: “Yes, just
keep it quiet and small enough to not cause
waves.” This is paraphrased although specific
words can be shown.
This party was interested and was, in fact, trying
to establish a grand development with golf courses

and many other things while the wife (Senator, who
will probably run for the next Presidency) wanted to
put together a massive tree reforestation project.
Because of other problems in the new
government all such facilities (including hold on all
golf clubs) were scrubbed. The efforts and
contacts were simply put aside as far more
important projects started pouring forth. Since we
know these people know we are still here, they will
call when they choose; we remain too busy to
attend it further. The Senator in point got totally

caught up in the impeachment proceedings against
President Estrada and consequential developments.
I don’t need to belabor anything so will just ask for a
copy of the material on THIS topic as presented, please.
[QUOTING THE CONSPIRATORS, Secrets of
an Iran-Contra Insider, by Al Martin, National
Liberty Press, LLC. To order: Toll-free 1-800-3171390. National Liberty Press, LLC, PO Box 43, Pray,
Montana 59065. E-mail: virtualagency@yahoo.com:]
[The following copy is taken from pages 104-106.
The other reference already offered prior to now
is on page 34. This is going to refer to a
“Scam”. That, however, refers to one, George
Bush, NOT GLOBAL ALLIANCE.]

SEPTEMBER 4, 2002
REF: PERUVIAN GOLD CERTIFICATE

[Beginning second paragraph pg. 104:]
… I’d also like to interject at this point the
infamous case of the Peruvian Gold Certificate Scam,
engineered in 1988 by George Bush, Sr.
[H: I need to correct this misperception
right up top because much took place
regarding that Gold Certificate 3392-181
BEFORE 1988. A corporation, Cosmos
Seafood Energy Marketing Ltd. was, in fact,
formed
in
1985
to
HOUSE that certificate—
and in 1989 the certificate
was changed out lawfully
and
legally
to
a
CONTRACT and put into
that corporation. That
corporation was formed
by Russell Herman and
his Greek friend, Cecelia
Xalis. All of the records
are there and available.]
George, himself, was
involved, and so was his
counsel C. Boyden Gray.
Helping in this fraud was
George’s personal friend and
very loyal Republican
scamskateer, then Nevada
Secretary of State, Frankie
Sue DelPapa.
Frankie, as a matter of
fact, will probably be making
a gubernatorial bid in
Nevada, now that Bill Miller
is out of the scene.
But this is the famous
case of that Peruvian gold
certificate which was one of
the unusual gold certificates
issued by the TransContinental
Agreement
between the United States
and certain South American
countries in 1875, wherein
the
United
States
Government agreed to
support certain South
American countries which
were then in some financial
difficulty, including Peru.
The United States Treasury issued a limited
number of high-value gold certificates based on
its own deposits. Simply put, these were then
hypothecated by South American central banks,
which could then be used to borrow bullion
against the U.S. Treasury.
Almost all of these certificates were redeemed in
1913 and 1914. However, one certificate was left
outstanding, which it’s believed was an oversight at the
time. These certificates were compounded in
perpetuity, that is, they had no limitation.
The interest was payable in gold and
compounded in perpetuity. And the compounding of
said gold payment was accrued at a fixed price of
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twenty dollars an ounce.
[H: This is not accurate, for it became, as
valued, at whatever the London “fix” might be
at any given time as averaged in an annual
accounting. Either way the sums are quite
outrageous and is the reason we have set
reasonable limitations on the monster ready to
devour the world.]
Now what happened, therefore, is that this
one remaining certificate consequently became
worth a fortune.
Although it had been technically listed as canceled
by the United States Treasury after the expiration of
the redemption period in 1914, George Bush was able
to get a waiver (as he knew he would, given his
position) from the U.S. Treasury, indicating that this
was still a valid and negotiable instrument.
Bush knew if he could get his hands on this
instrument, it would be worth a fortune to
hypothecate, which is exactly what happened.
This certificate, through a long series of
transactions, ultimately winds up in the hands of a
retired Secret Service agent, Mr. Durham, who at
one time, as a matter of fact, had worked with one
of George Bush’s Secret Service security details.
Through some underhandedness, Bush was able
to garner control of this instrument through
essentially out-and-out fraud committed by Frankie
Sue DelPapa regarding a Nevada corporation, which
had been formed by Mr. Durham and others to hold
this certificate and the rights thereunto, called the
Cosmos Investment Corporation.
[H: The name of this corporation, of
course, is accurately: Cosmos Seafood Energy
Marketing Ltd.]
DelPapa essentially switched all the officers
and principals and directors of the Cosmos
Corporation into another corporation that had been
formed by George Bush and some others known as
the Hellenic Investment Holding Group, Limited.
[H: This is likewise incorrect but could well
have happened as well but OUR corporation was,
while working with V.K. Durham, Hellenic
Express International, Inc. (HEII).]
Durham subsequently died. His widow tried to
pound the drum on this thing for a long time, but
couldn’t get anywhere with it. Simply put, the
mainstream media that had been interested in this thing
considered it too old and too conspiratorial to touch.
But I have a lot of the documents.
Dinnerstein got involved in this and he
discovered what had happened.
It’s interesting to note the route that this
certificate takes once it gets in the hands of
George Bush. It winds up getting hypothecated
at both Sumitomo and Daiwa Banks in Tokyo.
It is re-hypothecated at Jarlska Bank of
Copenhagen. Re-hypothecated again through the
Greek National Bank.
Papandreou was still in power. Papandreou
and George Bush Sr. had been involved in many
marginal business transactions involving the
surreptitious hypothecation of gold bullion at the
Bank of Greece through the Union Bank of
Switzerland and Credit Lyonnais in France and
Bank Paribas.

Of course, I was not directly involved in any
transaction relating to this. I was subsequently
asked—Dinnerstein and I—to become involved for
a certain fee on the owner’s behalf in this matter.
A separate book would have to be written
about it, for it goes to the very heart of the great
right-wing cabal—the way everything works and
what it’s all about. It exposes transactions that are
decades old; transactions that were frauds in
themselves.
[H; WELL, IT IS NOT A FRAUD NOW!!]
You can see through the continuation of this
deal a pattern where new fraud has to be
committed to pay back old fraud and so on.
I think what frightened the mainstream media is
the incredible sums of money that are involved.
And ultimately, a Peruvian gold certificate turned
out to be the seed or germination of a series of
transactions that ultimately forced Daiwa and
Sumitomo to create fictitious trading losses in order
to cover losses incurred in a series of fraudulently
obtained, politically-related loans.
Anyway, this is simply so big that I would
perhaps just briefly mention it, only because I have
such precise detailing of it. But I would not
attempt to connect the dots into the vortex of the
way everything works and what it’s really all about.
It’s simply too big, and it would immediately
be looked at as something conspiratorial, which,
of course, has always been the Republican line
in an effort to discredit anyone.
It was only in recent years, in 1995, that I was
again retained by representatives of the original
owner, or his widow, should I say, in an effort to
negotiate with Bush or to see if they wanted to do
anything about it insofar as they effectively
absconded with said instrument.
So I talked to an attorney who had
previously represented me in Miami, Neil Lewis,
who is very closely aligned with Republican
interests in Miami and is a personal friend of
both Neil and Jeb Bush. I told Neil [Lewis] the
circumstances. And he said, “Give me a couple
of days and I’ll get back to you.”
And he did, in fact, talk to Neil Bush. After
a few days, Neil Lewis got back to me and said
that the Bushes feel that there are so many
layers of protection between them and this
transaction that nobody will ever be able to
uncover it and they simply did not wish to deal.
So, that ended that, because it would obviously
take enormous resources to fully uncover this fraud.
And to actually challenge the perpetrators of the
fraud would require resources certainly beyond
that of the average individual.
[END QUOTING]
It is rather a shame to interrupt the ongoing
outlay of information—BUT—we are busy as bees
just getting this job done, readers. The story is
worthy of many books on the subject.
I wanted to offer this because it is important to
have you KNOW that you are precious to us and
in spite of all the pitfalls along this pathway, we are
incredibly appreciative to you for allowing us to get
this far down this road. We have established the
validity of our “holdings” and we have established
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THE WAY to make it work. Now, isn’t that some
kind of MIRACLE all in itself? I would, indeed,
say so without hesitation.
Are we finished?
No, and perhaps “finished” is never a worthy
word for use with anything we attempt to
accomplish. Possibilities abound on every front and
in every direction. Patience wears thin, financial
assets are going begging in want BUT we are
getting it DONE inch by tedious inch.
PRODUCTS
Diane is now off to serve her “whatever it is
called this week” but now the others, knowing
what was used to deal her misery, can go forth
and, separate from her, move back to making
available the products you have had to go without
during the legal challenges.
I believe that you will be able to get
information through Artemis although Diane is no
longer, of course, even a consultant.
I am asking that the New Gaia labels be utilized
as they can be corrected, updated and replaced for
all approved products to again be made available.
Please remember that even the “silver colloid”
which is now listed as a “new drug” is not at all
unlawful to obtain AS A SUPPLEMENT.
I am asking that information as we offered prior
to any “on market” item be run again, especially with
Gaiandriana. [MM: Please see “Understanding
Gaiandriana” on page 4.] It is such a worthy
product and it was NEVER even under question.
I will remind everyone, however, that labels
are important.
Example: Gaiandriana as was established on its
label listed several items which OF COURSE do
not show up in itemized breakdown. This is
because, although added to the maturing product,
they are totally converted and the outcome is
what might be referred to as “living water” with
a very high frequency and “living drias”. The
drias, however, require microscopic visualization
and no FDA agent would even bother.
Therefore I am asking that the labels be changed
to reflect that merging process.
There will no longer be anything named
“AquaGaia”. That product was claimed by the FDA
to have misrepresented its description. I have asked
that another product be utilized instead which is
“mitochondria” referenced. The mitochondrias are the
fuel conversion system which can be enhanced with
dria- or chondriana-enhanced solution.
Anyway, this is enough for today.
We have not forgotten ANYONE, even our
enemies as self-proclaimed.
We do believe, however, that YOU need to
know what we are about and that we have
never for one moment deviated from our goal
even as unpleasant as the journey might be from
time to time.
In appreciation for your attention and interest.
And to those “enemies”: Sorry people, you
just happened to be WRONG in your assessments
of our humble beings.—GCH
dharma
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UNDERSTANDING GAIANDRIANA
REC #3 HATONN

HOW DO THEY WORK, THOUGH?

THURSDAY, JANUARY 14, 1993 1:17 PM
YEAR 6, DAY 151

The “males” (Gaiandrions [chondrions]) give imprint
of their own biological defenses to destroy non-human
invading life forms. It will become immediately obvious
that their application is magnificent in fighting off any
and ALL diseases. These gaiandrions can be separately
“injected” (but we aren’t going to deal with that yet)
intravenously into the body. As we have written before,
at one hour after injection, the patient will have a
shaking “T-Cell reaction”. We are not going to get into
this because this is not acceptable in the continental
U.S.—and I do not intend to complicate this natural
substance with any kind of “treatment programs”.
The same result can be brought into experience by
taking it “easy” and allowing the gaiandriana to do
its perfect work without provocation of the societal
structure, medical community or governmental
control boards. God didn’t go around “injecting”
anything intravenously to do His wondrous work.
Will you EVER have available these more rapid
methods? I hope so but that is up to you in
reclamation of control over your sovereign beings.
For Dr. Young I am going to re-present
information—and Earth-bound “laws” of quantum
mechanics are sufficient. The electron between two
carbon atoms fluctuates between positive and negative
carbon ions. To assure the stability between two
carbons in, let us use the diamond lattice, it can be
proved that the carbon in the diamond is, indeed, in
the positive and negative ionic state, and that this is
also responsible for the diamond’s “hardness”.
Because polarity is resonating back and forth, it
seems non-polar. Researchers can produce at least
two types of diamonds at atmospheric pressure by
pairing homo-polar carbon ions. This, of course, in
turn proves that a diamond is homo-polar.
This is only important to the extent that it
represents a third application for prana technology—
“scalar” if you must. Earlier work has shown that, for
instance, to make a diamond, you must have an atomic
syntropic transducer. This allows transducing “scroll”
waves (free energy braiding into photons) to the higher
energy level in order to control chemical bonding.
Scroll resonant energy leaves its signature on
everything throughout the whole universe
including ALL FORMS OF LIFE.
If you introduce single ionic nitrogen to form
carbon bonds by an exchange reaction in the
lattice—substituting nitrogen for a carbon
isomorphously—these carbon-nitrogen bonds form
paramagnetic centers, and convert orthohydrogen
to parahydrogen with paramagnetic properties.
Since this is very integrated with “cold fusion” and
“free energy”, I shall not continue to outlay further, the
implications. For that, you come to me directly! I will
continue with the subject in point, however, and I believe
to you who are awaiting answers—they may well
become quite clear as you follow this through. All
things are related to all things and what is sauce for the
goose is equally sauce for the gander. You will find that
by adjusting humidity—i.e., say, dropping it to around
6%—you drastically reduce the conductivity of the air
as well as the static charge of the air. If you are

LIVING FORM OF LIFE
(GAIANDRlANA)
As we sit to write on this subject I am, again, stuck
with using that which has been put into what I have to
consider, crude language. I am forced, by labels placed
before my expression, into utilizing incorrect perceptions
to achieve any relative understanding. Obviously, terms
such as nucleotides, human genes, DNA, RNA, etc., are
readily recognized. Then come misperceptions, but
remaining suitable for use, such as scrolls, chondriana,
etc., which have been already utilized and, therefore, give
some understanding without gross misperception.
Then we have “scalar” which represents “life”
energy known more widely as “prana” energy, etc.
I want you to realize that “chondriana” is a term
which I cannot now simply “toss aside”, for it is what
has been “named” as an entity recognized by many
researchers. This is a “living crystalline” life form—cell,
if you will, with the duality of all things—male/female,
etc. It is not recognized on other planes as such but
rather “Gaia” meaning “living” and “driana” meaning
cellular or crystalline cellular “form”. These “forms”
take the very sex identity of male—“chondrion”
which greatly resembles its precursor, “mitochondria”
of your cells. The mitochondria of your cell is as a
unique organelle and its main purpose task is
converting glucose to useable adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) molecules. This guy is aggressive and active.
He is really looking for that lovely lady who might be
called his “twin flame” by your metaphysical
searchers. These creatures were independent life
forms many billions of years past—and now God has
presented them in their “whole” form to serve you.
The female is a lovely, passive, single-layeredmembrane type of creature that becomes energized by
the male during the “courting” process.
The male gives protections to the female from any
virus, bacteria, malignant or mutant cells—and if placed
within the chondriana’s environment, the male gives
“birth” to chondrianettes, best described as “killers”.
These are ancestors to your lymphocytes, “the T cells”.
The killer cells sequence DNA production of specific
protein-digesting enzymes that break up the cell
membranes of foreign invaders, etc. Note that the life
forms themselves are the primary energy source—but
foreign invaders stimulate a fast reproductive cycle
within the gaiandriana (or recognized by researchers
as chondriana) by supplying extra food.
It is important for WH to understand that
conversion fuel comes from ATP “ion” complexing
with magnesium ion. I have laid out a lot of this
prior to this writing and will not continue the
boring outlay. However, to make sense, if you
just entered door one, you need at least this brief
statement. Scrolls represent the “energy packets”
which come from and are received from “cosmic
radiation”. We won’t even burden you, at this
point, by “scalar” confusion.

working with plants in research—at this level they will
tend to move into dormancy. Phototransducers in the
chlorophyll, stall due to lack of conductivity (it is not
relative to moisture content as might be thought).
At this low humidity fruits will cease growth even
if intensive irrigation is provided. If you wish to
continue growth, then surroundings must be
altered by raising local conductivity artificially. I
hope this is giving you insight into growing
“fields” or “greenhouse plant” growing.
The syntropic phototransducer is very similar to
autotrophic and heterotrophic transducers which Nature
built within the living cells. They are, therefore, the
prerequisites to life formation and continued existence.
This is why tampering with your atmosphere is
going to kill you all if it isn’t stopped.
OK, you now see how the Carbon-Nitrogen (C-N)
bond, semi-absorbed, promotes paramagnetic sites where
“ortho-to-para” conversion takes place. By upsetting the
ortho/para ratio the hydrogen will lift ortho-delta-positive
link to the delta-positive, HWC-delta-positive [HNC?],
and so on. This opens the way to transport reactions—
transporting suboxides coupled to para-hydrogen, vapor
phase at low temperature.
Researchers have already utilized this technology to
build alternate rows of nitrogen-doped carbon atoms
where the layers of 111 oriented surfaces formed a
superlattice (all 111-100 and 110 faces were constructed
from the bent carbon rings of graphite). DO NOT ASK
MY SCRIBE TO EVEN CONSIDER OFFERING
INPUT ON THESE SUBJECTS—THEY ARE HIGHLY
TECHNICAL, PRIVATE AND SHE DOESN’T KNOW
A DAMNED THING ABOUT IT. If you who
would work with this do not understand it—get
with me or Tesla or someone who DOES.
Pioneers in the field used the para-proton transport
reaction technology for new forms of metallic carbons,
diamond, etc., with different distribution spacings.
More important to the subject in point, there have
been synthesized hundreds of exotic new materials
which are years and years (centuries) ahead of the
natural evolution development. Through capturing
the free energy (scrolls) you can harness the Sun’s
clean energy for a pollution-free world.
What you are doing with the gaiandriana is utilizing
a syntropic transducer not only able to stimulate solar
fermentation, but also you can produce electric current
and free hydrogen by simply transducing the lower-level
energy. Chlorophylls have different geometries of
antenna. This produces different patterns of isobars, as
the resonant molecule absorbs or emits its transduced
photon energy. The three-dimensional field so produced
follows the scroll pattern sideways, which is similar to
the three-dimensional field produced in the very first cold
fusion process back in your sixties. Electrons excited
by the scrolls are different from electrons in the normal
state—as verified by their own tiny fingerprints on an
EPR spectrum [MM: Determined by Electron
Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, as
opposed to the Electron-Nuclear Double Resonance
(ENDOR) spectrum or the Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance (NMR) spectrum]. Through this, energy
couples with the nuclei and the orientation of the nuclei
differ with respect to an external field. The larger the
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number of excited electrons—and if their spectrum is
proportional to their number—then the higher the
number, the narrower the band will be.
Scrolls determine the size of the photon that is
absorbed by the spin-aligned electron or proton; this
alters their position correspondingly. Thus their energy
level is transduced to the absorption frequency to match
the absorption frequency of the host electron or proton.
Changing the direction of the spin on a proton depends
on the strength of the external field, and can also change
the absorption spectrum due to spin polarization.
A strong North pole of the proton can suck in
countless scrolls by their South poles and reverse the
spin. By forcing the position of the proton to the
opposite attracting position via scrolls—and by reversing
the orientation of the proton—ortho-proton can be
converted to para-proton. In the atomic wrench, the
nitrogen and electrons result in hyperfine interaction. The
hyper-excited carbon-nitrogen transducer can lase an
immense photon flux and, subsequently, transduce enough
upshift of the frequency to reverse the proton spin.
THE SEED OF LIFE: FREE ENERGY
A three-dimensional vortex, performing threedimensional motion, inverting through its poles back and
forth and changing signs constantly. Gosh, this is hard
because this interchanging is explained best in
Germain’s presentation of “Light”, “God”, etc. Oh,
well, this is for only one or two of you at this time, at
any rate. (WH: Besides you and I, only two others have
this writing, so please help protect it. Thank You, E.J.)
The scrolls form strands with matching frequency
of oscillation and equal wavelength. These strands
of scrolls braid into photon vortexes. The vortex
of an electron is fed by 918 pairs of photons.
A 917-pair electron vortex will copy the genetic trait
to form the proton, and 918 electrons form the neutron.
Every time an atomic vortex inverts through the North
pole of the proton, the scrolls form a coherent field
followed by pole splitting which then reverts through a
white hole (assuming the North pole of the proton to be
considered a “black hole”), followed by an incoherent
field. Each absorbed scroll adds up to increase the mass
of the host. However, due to the increased mass,
the spin will change on the host, followed by a
change in wavelength and frequency of oscillation.
WORKING FREE ENERGY
The plasma membrane of the living cells is
permeable to ions that are driven by the self-induced
field generated by free energy (scrolls). The net result is
an electrical potential between the inside of the cell (-) and
the outside of the cell (+). Sodium and chlorine ions are
responsible for the conductivity in the plasma medium.
(This will require some reference material but I do
not want you cluttered with it at this time. I have
lots to say and if you go off the deep end, you will
be boggled “intentionally”. All of this will be
unfolded in its proper sequence, so take it easy.)
The cell membrane, along with its plasma, acts as
a condenser, and is negatively charged inside with
respect to the outside, which is positive. The
condenser membrane is charged by the scrolls (static
charge of the air). The potential difference varies
between 40-80mv depending on the scroll-energy
density. Such free-energy density will vary with the

incoming cosmic rays, and also with atmospheric
conditions such as pressure, moisture content, static
charge, etc. Keep in mind I said “cosmic rays”, not “Sun”.
What you must hold in your hearts here is that,
in general, all biological activity STRICTLY
FOLLOWS THE WEATHER PATTERNS, being
dependent on the unmolested atmospheric conditions.
OK, I want you to not be preoccupied with
ANYTHING as I lay this out for you. I don’t want you
to go, at this time, and research any other’s work.
At this time I don’t even want you to blow your
brains out because clarity seems elusive.
Now, to consider the substance with which we
began this writing, living crystals, we must consider the
prana technology which results in the very...
ENERGIES OF LIFE
This is a fun and most miraculous “twist”.
The asymmetric carbon atoms in living
crystals polarize and “twist” the light (photons) in
opposite directions according to the mirror image
of the crystals. Likewise, the bonding energies
line up asymmetrically according to the force of
attraction. These optically active crystals are
twisting the strands into a double helix, thus
leading into the life process. Further, the storage
batteries (phosphates) are located on the strands
bonded to five-carbon sugars of asymmetric crystals,
where the mirror image of the energy transducers
laterally bridge the strands with T (Thymine) and
C (Cytosine) molecules—this places the amino
groups in full mirror-image position. Once again,
the energy pattern dominates the life cycle.
Optically active crystals rotate the quantum of
light in both clockwise (CW) and counter-clockwise
(CCW) directions (CW crystals absorbing, CCW
crystals transmitting) by twisting the plane of the
polarized light. If joined, the two tendencies may
cancel. In this very action you can see the value of
LIGHT and frequencies of the various “tones” or
spectrum rays. At some point you can actually
devisualize if the right frequency is attained. Likewise—
you can “ascend” (Oh, my goodness! What have I
said?). Herein is the very reason that I do not want any
of you rushing off to research another’s work—because
obviously—they do not have what is needed and I must
give it to you in a most subtle manner. This is “why”
this writing will not have meaning to almost everyone.
The introduction of protonic hydrogen reverses the
tendencies! The enzymes utilize this characteristic to
cut loose hydrogen ions from the chain—thereby
reversing tendencies and separating the strand by the
reverse twist of light (hotdog!—going and coming!).
Energy compounds in living organisms have asymmetric
carbon atoms and the organisms make use of one of the
forms in synthesis with the exception of the double helix.
The simple sugars in the living tissue fall into a D-series,
while the amino acids (the building blocks of proteins)
fall into an L-series. Unpolarized light travels in all
directions in disarray like magnetic moments. Light
passing through these living crystals will emerge
polarized! While the array of macrocrystals is in
lockstep, their fields restrain the photons, cleaving and
reflecting them polarized, with the twisted polarization
plane setting the path for the very evolution of life!
This optical activity of the life crystals monitors the
twisting of the DNA—and the strands, the mirror images
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of the macrocrystals in lockstep which, with extended
power, twists the plane CW and CCW. Once the DNA
is zipped, the molecules are bonded in close position and
the CW and the CCW twists (opposing tendencies) are
neutralized. Enzymes are utilizing these tendencies to
activate the right molecule (macrocrystal) to rotate
the energy in the proper direction to zip or unzip the
DNA strands. The key to the changing rotation lies
with the positive ions which are present as bridges in
the strands. The enzymes are able to turn these
keys to levorotary or dextro-rotary position.
Ah, and, therefore, if you can introduce the
frequency (which at some point you shall be able to
do) of, say, 16.9433 directed even from a very
common short-wave radio band (within the weather
satellite range), you will find invisibility taking
place. That is the frequency at which we transmit
to Dharma—and also it is the frequency of
“visualization” of our own craft and persons. I just
thought you might find this an interesting point.
Furthermore, it WILL answer some of Wendell’s
questions regarding the work he is doing in other
transmitting projects left herein unnamed. Indeed, the
procedure “works” and at that transmission frequency
will travel very, very rapidly. Furthermore, it builds in
intensity as it resonates instead of dissipating. This
actually transcends “speed of light” or any “sound” and
can be targeted precisely. We are considering, herein,
the speed of thought. This is far advanced of Earthtechnology at this time—but hold your breath, students,
and we’ll get there. If you try to prove this by your
regular technology—especially without that which is
known and denied you—you will simply get lost in the
confusion. Know that it is possible, simple and will
be given; but please continue in your patience and
allow flexibility in thought—almost to the reversal
of all perceptions as have been “taught” by the
idiots calling themselves scientists.
I think this is enough for this sitting—my scribe’s
fingers are weary and the brain has turned to mush.
Overload is not our intent and if we continue as we are,
with that which is given in other expressions of
endeavors—all shall work beautifully in its proper
presenting and understanding. We must, however,
begin to lay these fundamentals forth as we move
along with other things for the “all” project. That
means that you ones who do not yet hear “us” clearly
will have to be even more patient. You are “hearing”
just fine—you simply do not yet “trust it”. You will
gain rapidly as we continue to “practice”.
You are blessed, indeed, and we are humble in
appreciation that the “few” of you have lingered and
continued your works as necessary to arrive at TODAY
and TOMORROW. Be at peace, we are getting there!
Hatonn to take leave. Thank you, Dharma—l know
this is as boring as a task can be but please understand
the “need” in this interim time of “learning”
communication skills for the brothers. Salu.
But back to living crystals: Nucleotides are purines,
or pyrimidines, with either ribose or deoxyribose and a
phosphate group. In the nucleaic acid’s structure, the
sugar portion of the nucleotide is bonded to the sugar
portion of the next, by means of a phosphate group
attached to both. A sugar phosphate backbone runs the
length of the molecule, and from it extends purines and
pyrimidines, one to each nucleotide. Nucleoproteins
consist of two parts of large macromolecules.
dharma
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Big-Bucks Carlyle Group:

International Bloodsuckers
8/22/02—#1 (16-6)

WITHOUT A WAR?

Yes indeed, but “without a war” is certainly
RE: COMMENTS ON THE CARLYLE GROUP
(THE EX-PRESIDENT’S CLUB, AS PROMISED NOT what the Elite desire and therefore the pain
WEEKS AGO). PHILIPPINES: BLEAK DAYS. and agony seem destined to continue.
We were told to “stay low” and “safe” and
STATE OF THE CHAOS
to not travel unless absolutely necessary. These
were instructions from the U.S. Embassy and
STATE OF ECONOMIC CRISIS
there were even “protectors” sent to make sure
BANKRUPTCY-CRISIS
we were secure—but also would mind the
Hatonn—It has been announced and boldly masters. IT PAYS EVERY TIME, CHELAS.
Since we have gone the whole nine yards to
headlined as of three days ago that “THE
prove-up on Bush’s SuperFund reality it would
PHILIPPINES IS BANKRUPT!”
Then yesterday the headlines read that President seem only fair that he should now consider the
GMA is POISED to declare a national crisis due to amazingly wondrous outcome of joining into “his
inability to pay salaries, budget payments on own available alliance”—since half of all those
anything in the provinces and generally “take over massive assets, spoken of yesterday, are in
security FOR the United States of America.
the government” under Executive Order.
TODAY:
WAR OF THE GREEDY
Well, the talking heads are disclaiming a “real”
emergency and the reasons given are that “unlike
In the Philippines, however, the battle rages—not
other desperate nations, the Philippines can always
borrow plenty to stay afloat and that has been over Global or even the Royal Family court orders as
guaranteed”. I would suggest that probably that is to land holdings and gold supposed to be in the
Central Bank, but over personal attempts to get rid
a World Bank/IMF/U.S. “guarantee”?
Lehman Bros. has already put in its two of adversaries and protect ongoing accepted frauds
billion and has taken all the prime property of already perpetrated. NO, WE HAVE NO
the Non-Performing Loans out of several banks— INVOLVEMENT OTHER THAN TO OFFER A
WAY TO CLAIM THE GOLD AND,
and the money was NEVER SEEN.
The truth has, however, come out from the ACTUALLY, LEAVE IT “STAY-PUT”.
The arguments and “getchas” do not have to do
Philippines to South Africa that the Central Bank
is indeed “privately” owned and so too is the with us but other associates involved.
There is a major scouring of immigration records
Finance Dept./Treasury of both governments
in search of anything on anyone that might be out
controlled through employee relationships.
T h e r e s t i l l s e e m s t o b e s o m e of order. It is part of the “terrorist” maze of chaos.
MISPERCEPTION that Global is somehow an The Philippines is now deporting people whose
e n e m y a n d y e s i n d e e d , E k k e r s h a v e b e e n records are in any way out of order.
Right now there is an effort to check into and
investigated over and over again and, according
deal
misery, possibly, to Mr. Struck who is German
to statements made YESTERDAY at the Central
Bank, they were not found in any way amiss by nationality. He came to the Philippines on a
even to refusal to take any “up-front” money. perfectly good “business” visa, which seems to now
Ekkers have followed every guideline—all have some question of personal nature.
No, it does NOT involve us in any manner
documents are found to be in perfect order—and
whatsoever. Probably it won’t have much to do,
are considered “just good people”.
Moreover, the minute that anyone from the either, with “anything”, for Mr. Struck is also
team of the oppressive wants to “deal”, i.e., George living with his partner in anticipation of marriage
Bush, Gen. Singlaub—you name the representative, in which he even has pre-nuptial agreements.
He is a very long-time presence in this country,
we shall all be quite happy to host the callers.
Mr. Bush could now, with full recognition, so politics is the name of the game, as usual.
Mr. Lozano, our current legal counsel, is in
take a “Global Alliance Program” and change the
very status of, most especially, the United States hospital with blood pressure problems, so we are in
of America and fill in the backup support, our second window of stall-out for the week, still
properly based on gold value, around the globe. being without necessary documents from the U.S.
In other words, chelas, we have proven-up on the dealing with the Tallano “Estate” Foundation.
We missed our opportunity to clear banking due to
“SuperFund” and presented a way to honor it and bring
order out of the potential chaos—WITHOUT A WAR. lack of those documents but we will attempt it again,
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but obviously with different personalities.
The only thing that never changes is change itself.
Count on it striking when you least expect it.
We have been remiss in addressing the ongoing
events here in the Philippines with so many other
things confronting with priority to attention. We
have probably four or more “Analyses” from
Domino with focus on various topics taking place on
the Geopolitical scene here where the new
unelected President is about to be unseated.
Furthermore, since the unseated President
Estrada is now in TRIAL for his own escapades
but the prosecution is finding NOTHING except
lies presented by the very accusers themselves,
it is a circus of sorts—while the citizens drift
ever downward.
The Abu Sayyaf just yesterday snatched about
nine more hostages in Sulu, so any connection in
Mindanao is out for awhile, as is any trip as called for,
to Malaysia for our team. There would be difficulty
on the return entry and guarantees of safety are
NOT worth the paper on which written. Oral
agreements are most certainly not worth the paper
on which they are written. Pun intended, please.
THE CARLYLE GROUP
The information here in hand has been circulating
since at least October of 2001 but it is a very good
representation of what it’s about as to the money to
be made from the War on Terror. Most especially
this holds true of President George W. Bush.
The reason it becomes important here is that
former president of the Philippines, Ramos, is a
major player in the Carlyle Group and the
information here offered came directly from
parties here in Manila. It is all about that “New
World Order” of global enslavement.
Among the names you will all recognize is, of
course, Former President of the Philippines, Ramos,
who is Carlyle Asia Advisory Board head.
George Bush Sr., who was former Director of the
CIA as well as former President of the U.S., is
Carlyle’s Senior Advisor.
Former U.S. Secretary of State for Bush and
currently the U.S. Counsel for Intelligence Policy,
James Baker III, is Carlyle’s Senior Counselor.
Then you have a plethora of familiar faces
and names like Carlucci, Darman and even
Former Prime Minister of England, Major, is
Carlyle’s European Chairman.
This group is certainly part of the newly
defined “Axis of Corporate Evil” but we don’t
want to take time to more than reference some
points of interest. It is still a fact that the
Carlyle Group controls, at the very least,
corporate Washington.
[QUOTING News from Reality, “The Carlyle
Group—Former World Leaders and Washington Insiders
Make Billions”, Oliver Burkeman and Julian Borger,
Wednesday October 31, 2001, The Guardian:]
How will President George W. Bush personally
make millions (if not billions) from the War on
Terror? The old fashioned way. He’ll inherit it.
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It is hard to imagine an address closer to the heart
of Americans. The offices of the Carlyle Group are
on Pennsylvania Avenue in Washington, D.C., midway
between the White House and the Capitol building, and
within a stone’s throw of the headquarters of the FBI
and numerous government departments.
The address reflects Carlyle’s position at the very
center of the Washington establishment, but amid the
frenetic politicking that has occupied the higher reaches
of that world in recent weeks, few have paid it much
attention. Elsewhere, few have even heard of it.
This is exactly the way Carlyle likes it. For 14
years now, with almost no publicity, the company has
been signing up an impressive list of former
politicians—including the first President Bush and his
secretary of state, James Baker, John Major, one-time
World Bank treasurer Afsaneh Masheyekhi and
several Southeast Asian powerbrokers—and using
their contracts and influence to promote the group.
Among the companies Carlyle owns are those which
make equipment, vehicles and munitions for the U.S.
military, and its celebrity employees have long served
an ingenious dual purpose, helping encourage
investments from the very wealthy while also
smoothing the path for Carlyle’s defense firms.
But since the start of the “war on terrorism”, the
firm—unofficially valued at over $13.5 billion [H: This
number is highly suspect of being in error, for it
has been overwritten and an ink blob obscures
the original numbers. It is easily discerned,
however, that it is into the double digit “billions”
and counting. We can be confident, without
hesitation, that the numbers have more than
doubled since this article was written anyway.
The way numbers are manipulated, it doesn’t
matter, for the bottom line meets whatever the
desired outcome might be.]—has taken on an
added significance. Carlyle has become the thread
which indirectly links American military policy in
Afghanistan to the personal financial fortunes of its
celebrity employees, not least the current president’s
father. And, until earlier this month (Oct. 2001),
Carlyle provided another curious link to the Afghan
crisis: Among the firm’s multi-million-dollar investors
were members of the family of Osama bin Laden.
The closest the Carlyle Group has previously come
to public attention was last May, when a Seoul-based
employee called Peter Chung was forced to resign
from his 100,000 pound-a-year job after sending an
e-mail to friends—subsequently forwarded to
thousands of others—boasting of his plans to “fuck
every hot chick in Korea over the next two years”.
The more business-oriented activities of Carlyle’s
staff have been conducted much more quietly,
since it was founded in 1987 by David
Rubenstein, a policy assistant in Jimmy Carter’s
administration, and two lawyer friends, the firm
has been dispatching an array of former world
leaders on a series of strategic networking trips.
Last year, George Bush Sr. and John Major traveled
to Riyadh to talk with senior Saudi businessmen. In
September 2000, Carlyle hired speakers including Colin
Powell and AOL Time Warner chair Steve Case to
address an extravagant party at Washington’s

Lanesborough Hotel in London, to explain the Florida
election controversy to the wealthy attendees.
We can assume that Carlyle pays well. Neither
Major’s office nor Carlyle will confirm the details of
his salary as European chairman—an appointment
announced shortly before he left the House of
Commons after the election—but we know, for the
purposes of comparison, that he is paid 105,000 pounds
for 28 days’ work a year for an unrelated nonexecutive directorship. Bush gives speeches for the
company and is paid with stakes in the firm’s
investments, believed to be worth at least $80,000 per
appearance. The benefits have attracted political stars
from around the world; former Philippines president
Fidel Ramos is an adviser, as is former Thai premier
Anand Panyarachun—as well as former Bundesbank
president Karl Otto Pohl, and Arthur Levitt, former
chairman of the SEC, the U.S. stock market regulator.
Carlyle partners, who include Baker and the firm’s
chairman, Frank Carlucci—Ronald Reagan’s defense
secretary and a former deputy director of the CIA—
own stakes that would be worth $180 million each
if each partner owned an equal slice. As in
many areas of its work, though, Carlyle is not
obliged to reveal the details, and chooses not to.
Among the defense firms which benefit from
Carlyle’s success is United Defense, a Virginia-based
contractor which makes vertical missile-launch systems
currently on board U.S. Navy ships in the Arabian Sea,
as well as a range of other weapons delivery systems
and combat vehicles; Carlyle’s other holdings span an
improbable range, taking in the French newspaper Le
Figaro and the company which bottles Dr. Pepper.
“They are big, and they are quiet,” says
David Mulholland, business editor of Jane’s
Defense Weekly. “But they’re not easy to get
information out of, [but] United Defense is going to do
well [in the current conflict].” United also owns
Bofors, a Swedish munitions manufacturer.
Carlyle has said that it does not lobby the
federal government, thus avoiding a conflict of
interest when, for example, Carlucci met
Rumsfeld in February when several important
defense contracts were under consideration. But
critics see that as a matter of definition.
“It should be a deep cause for concern that a
closely held company like Carlyle can simultaneously
have directors and advisers that are doing business
and making money and also advising the president of
the United States,” says Peter Eisner, managing
director of the Center for Public Integrity, a non-profitmaking Washington think-tank. “The problem comes
when private business and public policy blend together.
What hat is former president Bush wearing when he
tells Crown Prince Abdullah not to worry about U.S.
policy in the Middle East? What hat does he use
when he deals with South Korea, and causes policy
changes there? Or when James Baker helps argue
the presidential election in the younger Bush’s favor?
It’s a kitchen-cabinet situation, and the informality
involved is precisely a mark of Carlyle’s success.
“The world of private equity is an inherently
secretive one. Firms such as Carlyle make most of
their money buying firms which are not publicly traded,
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overhauling them and selling them at a profit, so the
process by which likely targets are evaluated is much
more confidential than on the open market. “These
firms certainly don’t go out of their way to get into the
headlines,” says Steven Bell, chief economist at
Deutsche Asset Management. “They’d rather make
a splash in institutional Pensions Week. The aim is to
realize very high returns for your investors while
exerting a high degree of control over the company.
You don’t want to get into the headlines when you
force the management to fire a director.”
The process has worked wonders at United, and
this month the firm announced plans to go public, giving
Carlyle the chance to cash in its investment. [H: Go
back and read that sentence again!]
But what sets Carlyle apart is the way it has
exploited its political contacts. When Carlucci arrived
there in 1989, he brought with him a phalanx of former
subordinates from the CIA and the PENTAGON, and
an awareness of the scale of business a company like
Carlyle could do in the corridors and steak-houses of
Washington. In a decade and a half, the firm has
been able to realize a 34% rate of return on its
investments, and now claims to be the largest private
equity firm in the world. Success brought more
investors, including the international financier George
Soros and, in 1995, the wealthy Saudi Binladen family,
who insist they long ago severed all links with
their notorious relative. The first president Bush
is understood to have visited the Binladins in
Saudi Arabia twice on the firm’s behalf.
The Carlyle Group does not employ anyone at its
Washington headquarters to deal with the press.
Inquiries about the links with the Binladins (as most of
the family choose to spell their name) are instead
referred to someone outside the company, on condition
he is referred to only as “a source familiar with the
relationship”. This source says: “I can confirm the
fact that any Binladin Group investment in Carlyle has
been terminated or is being terminated. It amounted
to a $2 million investment in the Carlyle II Fund, which
was anyway a very small portion of a $1.3 billion fund.
In the scheme of the investments and in the scheme
of the business of either party it was very small.
We have to get this into perspective. But I think
there was a sense that there were questions being
raised and some controversy, and for such a small
amount of money it was something that we wanted to
put behind us. It was just a business decision.”
But if the Binladins’ connection to the Carlyle
Group lasted no more than six years, the current
President Bush’s own links to the firm go far deeper.
In 1990, he was appointed to the board of one of
Carlyle’s first purchases, an airline food business
called Caterair, which they eventually sold at a loss.
He left the board in 1992, later to become Governor
of Texas. Shortly thereafter, he was responsible for
appointing several members of the board which
controlled the investment of Texas teachers’ pension
funds. A few years later the board decided to invest
$100M of public money in the Carlyle Group. The
firm’s magic touch was already bringing results.
Today, it is proving as fruitful as ever.
[END OF QUOTING]
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Ekkers wish to acknowledge the “smile” that just
arrived e-mail from “Schatzy”:
QUOTING:
Everything I need to know about life, I learned
from Noah’s Ark…
One: Don’t miss the boat.
Two: Remember that we are all in the same boat.
Three: Plan ahead. It wasn’t raining when Noah
built the Ark.
Four: Stay fit. When you’re 600 years old,
someone may ask you to do something really big.
Five: Don’t listen to critics; just get on with the job
that needs to be done.
Six: Build your future on high ground.
Seven: For safety’s sake, travel in pairs.
Eight: Speed isn’t always an advantage. The
snails were on board with the cheetahs.
Nine: when you’re stressed, float for a while.
Ten: Remember, the Ark was built by amateurs;
the Titanic by professionals.
Eleven: No matter the storm, when you are with
God, there’s always a rainbow waiting.
Then in changing a bit the last chuckle:
When the Law is against you, argue the facts.
When the facts are against you, argue the law.
When both are against you, attack the Victim.
And then the punchline is the picture sent: The Ark
with all the animals in a sieve of a boat riddled with
woodpecker holes with Noah with his butterfly net trying
to catch the saboteur. Oh well, Dharma says she can
certainly RELATE, body and boat. Do we ever feel like
Noah with few ways to actually plug the holes and an
insane woodpecker just ahead and out of reach.
Everyone else says: “Hey, that’s the Philippines!”
No, that boat represents the world in flood-zone
TODAY! Worse yet for the woodpecker, for he
can’t stay airborne forever—and—no land in sight.
And just how do the people feel about the
State of the Nation this August? Read on from
something dropped off for sharing:
[QUOTING POLITICO-ECONOMIC ANALYSIS,
Vol. 1, No. 1, August 8, 2002:]

THE DYING GASP
OF THE ARROYO REGIME (1)
Author: Anonymous
The regime of President Gloria Macapagal
Arroyo is slowly, but surely, entering its thanatose
phase, thanks largely to its complete puppetry to
U.S. dictates and its false belief that the economy
can make a rebound and overturn the expected
P200-billion budget deficit this year.
Worse, the regime signed its death warrant by waging
war on all its perceived enemies on all fronts, which
exacerbates the country’s economic crisis, and shattering the
conditions for discussing peace with the National
Democratic Front (NDF), the Moro Islamic Liberation
Front (MILF) and other smaller insurgent forces.
Arroyo has taken upon herself to act as a
law enforcer, market vendor, prosecutor and,
finally, as a stupid Chief Executive. [H: Well,

we can see why “anonymous”.]
In her vain attempt to win public approval,
Arroyo has made herself the laughingstock of the
entire nation, announcing the premature surrender of
Faizal Marohombsar, whom her police generals
allowed to escape from jail in Camp Crame.
She also said that a notorious leader of the
Abu Sayyaf had been arrested, only to be told
that the story came from a polluted source.
There was nothing to it, much like the fact that
there’s nothing between Arroyo’s ears.
Then, the worst was when she announced before
the entire nation that a Land Bank of the Philippines
(LBP) cashier was a suspect in a P203-million tax
scam. Her poor victim, Acsa Ramirez, could only sob
as the stupid President refused to correct a wrong that
came from her loquacious mouth. Arroyo does not
apologize, for she is infallible as far as the dying Jaime
cardinal Sin is concerned. [H: Acsa Ramirez is
actually “the” one who turned in the bunch of
thieves. She was displayed openly and totally
humiliated. Moreover, charges for investigation
into her possible participation are ongoing.
True? False? Who knows in this “holy boat”.]
In all these episodes, Arroyo was guided by
Palace lackeys like Press undersecretary Bobby
Capco, whose major achievement in her
government was to buy a condominium in
Eastwood City, and Norberto Gonzales, the
adviser for special concerns, who leads a group
of three men who had scuttled the peace deal
with the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF).
These embarrassing incidents would not have
happened had Arroyo exercised care in her frothing
mouth and arrogant tongue, both of which are
controlled by her “image” builder, the wash-your-car
boy Dante Ang, and stopped babbling in front of
cameras. Ang enjoys the monopoly of all PR
contracts in government, all ad placements and
all crisis management deals.
This image builder of shameful stature is the same
architect of the galunggong act, which exposed
Arroyo to the worst ridicule of her sorry career.
Arroyo, the palengkera boasted that under her regime,
the lowly fish sells for only P60 a kilo. The fact is she
did not even buy the fish in a Quezon City market.
Thanks to Ang, who is also the overlord of
sequestered newspapers and TV networks,
Arroyo’s popularity hit the pits.
No one revives a dead gimmick, but Ang is
necrophiliac, and he will never stop using dead
gimmicks to deodorize the rotting Arroyo regime.
The Arroyo regime has been resorting to all these
gimmicks to hide the fact that it has been completely
inept and incompetent to handle the ship of state. At
the rate it is going, Arroyo should even be entrusted
with a single strand of rope to stabilize the ship of state.
Behind all these fumbles, Arroyo and her gang have
been engaged in the worst plunder of state coffers.
Rene Banez, her quarterback at the Bureau of
Internal Revenue (BIR), has hidden 6,000 letters of
authority (LAS) to prevent BIR investigators into
going after large tax cheats. He was also
responsible for the ballooning tax shortfalls, with the
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amount now rising higher than P40 billion.
Why is Arroyo maintaining Banez?
Banez is the collector for the Arroyo
campaign kitty for 2004, and he is also the
connection to Manny Pangilinan, whose
foundering Ft. Bonifacio property development
venture has been exempted from payment of
documentary stamp tax (DST) exceeding P1 billion.
He and another collector, Mai Mai Jimenez, are
now hard at work in accumulating money to maintain
Arroyo in power in the 2004 elections.
Jimenez has the handle on all big-ticket projects
and all large releases of funds to government
agencies and provincial governments. It is a standard
operating procedure (SOP) that she who allows the
release of funds from DBM gets a good cut.
Indeed, this regime is gasping for life, and more
than 80 percent of the entire people want it to go.
Various surveys have shown that this is the
sentiment of the nation, but Arroyo does not see
the signs of the times, and all because the
overgrown brat refuses to grow up politically.
[END OF QUOTING]
Now why would I even use something as
banal as is the above? Because it is the general
feeling of the entire Philippine nation in
preparation for the next WORSE to come.
Just as I wrote above about the position of
Fidel Ramos, we must integrate that same party
into this realization.
Anyone keeping up with the ongoing daily dramas
and spiraling downfall of this nation will KNOW that
the plans today are to, if possible, pull off a snap
election before Estrada is released and yes indeed, put
Fidel Ramos back into the position on the throne. He
just about has to do this to keep from going down as
the greatest traitor this nation has ever known.
Worse yet, the above copy is mild compared to the
nasties in some of the papers which worsen day by
day. The lady does seem to be on “self-destruct” but
one has to wonder what other choice the “little
puppet” has, for it is doubtful that she has the true
backbone to leave her handlers and save this nation.
Meanwhile the graft and corruption grows increasingly
more visible every day that passes.
So, for you who wonder about the Philippines, I
have to remind you that too many Filipinos have kissed
off all hope. We just heard from South Africa where
information was shared and the Filipinos in the
National Group gathering, simply shrugged and said it
was hopeless. Perhaps it is even worse in South
Africa? It is hard to believe, however, for the Filipinos
are THERE to work as slaves—er-ah—servants.
Perhaps it is so that in Sodom and Gomorrah there
are no longer any “good men” as defined by God on
that infamous day of Hell on Earth.
Yes, I certainly do understand the desire to simply
sell the corporations we hold, mend our own boats and
retire. It is certainly an enticing temptation and one to
which we may well have to consider if appropriate.
You see, God rules out NOTHING.
May wisdom strike you ever so gently
between thine ears.—GCH
dharma
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Shameful, Sickening Atrocities
“Anti-Terrorist” War Crimes
8/24/02—#1 (16-8)
RE: ATROCITIES AND WAR ON TERROR: WHO IS
DOING WHAT TO WHOM?
FROM AFGHANISTAN TO THE PHILIPPINES
Hatonn—Starting with the Philippines focus it is far
easier to point out that by just that which takes place and
passes even on CNN as common knowledge, it is easy to
see that the Philippines is but a mouse in the grip of the
Lion playing games with the “puppets” of Southeast Asia.
War on Terror? Come now, you who still believe such
a fraud are obviously in the worse grips of the Fairy-Tale
crowd. THERE ARE NO ATROCITIES BEING
COMMITTED BY ANY ACCUSED “TERRORISTS”
GREATER THAN BY THE PARTICIPANTS WITH THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AS INSTRUCTOR AND
DEADLY EXECUTIONER. NONE!
You in the U.S. are doomed to have more mentally
stressed “soldiers” turn out of this “non-war” than even
succumbed in Vietnam. See what you think of the next
offering of witnessed information:
[QUOTING The Daily TRIBUNE, Manila, Philippines,
Saturday, August 24, 2002. The article, however, came from
NEWSWEEK magazine as a Special Report entitled “The
War Crime of Afghanistan”:]
ATROCITIES TO STAMP OUT TERRORISM
BACKBENCHER, Rod P. Kapunan
NEWSWEEK magazine in its latest edition came out
with a special report entitled, “The War Crime of
Afghanistan”. The report came out with gruesome findings
by William “Bill” Haglund of atrocities committed by the
Northern Alliance headed by its bloodthirsty Gen. Abdul
Rashid Dostum. It is disturbing especially for those who
have been apprehensive about the presence of U.S. troops
in this country (Philippines), and are now probably
rethinking on how far we can go in blindly following the
bigotry of U.S. President George W. Bush. Haglund, a
forensic anthropologist member of the Boston-based
Physicians for Human Rights and his team just stumbled
into what many have suspected as the usual bloody
business to get rid of prisoners. The report could alter the
image of the U.S. as victim of that dreaded terrorist attack
by the dreaded al-Qaida holed up in that desolate land that
barely has a glimpse of the 21st Century.
While the world joined the Americans in condemning
the September attack, it is just about to be awakened also
by the frightening vengeance of those forces that the U.S.
has been cultivating as ally, financing and training militarily
in the fight against the Taliban. The mass murder of those
captured and surrendered peacefully has, by now, exceeded
the dimension of terrorism committed by the hunted group
of Osama bin Laden. Although terrorism and the mass
murder of prisoners may be haunting to the mind of man,
there are differences and one can easily balance the gravity
of the crime committed against humanity. Notably, terrorism
does not take into account the consequence of their action.
However, atrocities by whatever method such as
suffocating prisoners, take a much heavier price because
there is premeditation by the victor to get rid of his
defenseless prisoners by the cold-bloodied process of

murder. Being the enforcer of the law, the U.S. cannot
override terrorism by resorting to its version of savage
justice.
The discovery of the atrocities committed by the militia
of Dostum came about when Haglund and his team
accidentally stumbled on a site known as Dasht-e Leili
where scattered human bones surfaced after being
scavenged by animals. When the team dug up a trench, it
soon realized high density of cadavers buried in a mass
graveyard indicating they were thrown into a pit. The area
in which they were buried indicates that a bulldozer was
used to cover the burial pit, and the stray surgical gloves
made Haglund to conclude that there was “a modicum of
planning”.
The report stated the atrocities committed by the U.S.backed Northern Alliance happened between Nov. 20 and
Dec. 6, 2001 after the forces of Dostum with the support of
the U.S. Special Forces succeeded in choking the Taliban
forces in Konduz. After three days of negotiations with
assurance of being fairly treated, they surrendered and it
took place in Yerganak. From there, the prisoners were
transported in an open Russian truck to Mazar-e Sharif. For
three to four days, those thousands of prisoners with barely
anything to eat waited for their final destination to
Sheberghan prison. Surprisingly, what arrived were trucks
with their containerized vans. Many had the inkling they
would not end up as prisoners, but would be simply sealed
to their death. [H: Rather makes the Nazis with a
reputation of gassing prisoners look pretty humane,
doesn’t it?]
Afghans, and a sprinkling of Pakistanis, Arabs and
Chechens, were stripped of their turbans, caps and vests,
and were herded right into the waiting truck and packed like
sardines, as many as 200 per container. As soon as it was
fully loaded, it was sealed and driven to Qala Zeini and left
for days under the searing heat of the desert Sun. In just
a few hours, many of the prisoners died of suffocation and
rapid dehydration. As described by NEWSWEEK on how
those hapless prisoners agonized to their death, “After
nearly 24 hours without water… the prisoners were so
desperate with thirst that they began licking the sweat off
each other’s bodies. Some prisoners began to lose their
reason and started biting those around them… After about
eight hours… the prisoners began kicking the sides of the
container and shouting for air and water. None came.
Some prisoners began using their turbans to soak and drink
the sweat off each other’s bodies. After a few more hours
many of the prisoners started going crazy and bit each
other’s fingertips, arms and legs. Anything to get moisture.
By the time they reached Sheberghan… only about 40 in
the containers were still alive.”
With that report, nobody knows just how the U.S.
could avoid any involvement. During the entire operation,
NEWSWEEK gathered that elements of the U.S. Special
Forces 595 A-team were closely coordinating with the
Northern Alliance troops and were specifically assigned to
work with Dostum. They were present during the choking
of Konduz, supervising the surrender of prisoners in
Yerganak. There were pictures showing Taliban prisoners
held inside these containerized death chambers before they
were locked up and a picture showing that butcher Dostum
having his sumptuous dinner with some of the U.S. Special
Forces. NEWSWEEK noted that a CIA operative was even
killed when an uprising broke out at the Qala Jangi prison
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in Mazar-e Sharif, and investigation established, “American
forces were working with ‘allies’ who committed what could
qualify as war crimes”. In fact, an official of the Red Cross
in Geneva has expressed “grave concern” about the
treatment of prisoners by U.S. forces and its allies.
With that backdrop, the people are now in a dilemma
on how to cope with the same possibility of savagery that
can happen here. There is greater fear now because the
same degree of war crimes can likely happen in the event
that the war against terrorism intensifies in the South. The
shadow of unrestrained brutality and genocide is almost
visible because of the deepening involvement of U.S. forces
that before were simply confined to training exercises.
There is anxiety because there are many local warlords in
the South with their own militias who have all the
characteristics and appetite for blood like that of General
Dostum.
The asphyxiation of those prisoners is the common
instinct of war criminals as they have always been guided
by that barbaric slogan of taking no prisoners alive. By
then, the conduct of warfare would be reduced to the bare
objective of annihilation without qualification. With the
discovery of atrocities, the U.S. has more reasons not to
object and the Philippines is an accomplice of its
unqualified endorsement of the anti-terrorist campaign. The
possibility has been bolstered by the desperate efforts to
scour for funds to cover the huge budget deficit. By
refusing to ratify the European-sponsored ICC, this country
assured itself of a $30-million military assistance. Invariably,
it would reduce us to plain mercenaries who would just do
anything like granting U.S. forces blanket authority on how
to deal with our own people.
[END QUOTING]
Is this above activity actually any worse or better than
shooting hundreds of thousands of Iraqis in the back on
their disarmed struggle-march back to Baghdad, circa 1991?
The U.S. was in charge of THAT war and has vowed to do
another show-and-tell romp through those States.
Ah but, not to worry, Israel’s Sharon has stated that
if the U.S. chose to do a trick-trip on Saddam, that Israel
would be a “good soldier” and support the U.S., his “friend
and ally”. Good soldier? Well, I guess so!
In today’s reports there are pictures of Israelis installing
anti-missile systems out in that nasty old hot desert called
Negev as in “training exercises”—although it is not
suspicioned there is any real “need” for such protection.
In the Negev? No need? My goodness, you can’t leave
half or more of the world’s gold and enough nuclear
arsenal to blow away the planet, unsheltered—would you?
All that and meanwhile back in Sulu-land of Southern
Philippines, the man who headed the Abu Sayyaf and was
pronounced “dead” by the U.S., and the Philippine
President, GMA, has struck again—living and well. He is
an artist at “chopping” heads and showed his expertise just
THIS week.
Now, of course, although Sabaya does not have “a
brother”, he suddenly today has a TWIN BROTHER who
apparently is, as reported, a “spitting image” of Sabaya.
Meanwhile those U.S. Special Forces stay right on the job
in Basi-Land. Do you ever get a headache, reader?
Ekkers are U.S. citizens and have been basically ordered
to house arrest to protect them. From what or whom? Oh,
it really is hard to tell isn’t it? This is “just because” they
are American, no more and no less. The Philippines wants
them kept SAFE as does the U.S., generally speaking. But,
it is such a drag on TOURISM that the U.S. and allied
nations are restricting travel to the Philippines and urging
citizens to stay out of here. Some travel restrictions apply
to those not even enemies of the U.S.
But, hearken! Front-page headline: “’Hostile, errant’
travel advisories irk RP” (Republic of the Philippines). And
following on: The ‘unfriendly’ and ‘inaccurate’ travel
advisories being issued by foreign governments are likely
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to create a crack in their diplomatic ties with the Philippines.
“This was the warning made by Foreign Affairs
Undersecretary for Policy Lauro Raja Jr. yesterday as he
urged foreign countries to go easy on their travel
bulletins. “He said: ‘If the advisory is inaccurate and
phrased in an unfriendly manner, then it might give a
wrong impression about the situation in the country
and that the state of relations is not good.”
My goodness, it simply couldn’t get much
WORSE, tourist.
Without trying to further explain the following few
“drop-off” analyses by, we are left to still assume,
Domino, we acknowledge they arrived in August 2002
but we don’t have exact dates nor specific references.
However, they state the general concepts of the
majority of citizens in this city called Manila.
[QUOTING “ANALYSIS”, August 2002:]
GENERAL COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS
ON U.S., JAPAN AND POLITICS
Prior to the end of the Cold War in 1989 when
the Berlin Wall came down, the U.S.-based
NATIONAL INTEREST magazine invited contributors
to a forum to formulate a new foreign policy for an
era in which “no great enemy threatened”. Many
responded with calls for imposing a “Pax Americana”
or “global hegemony” in a world unable to resist the
“world’s last superpower”.
Columnist Charles Krauthammer proposed to
“integrate” the U.S., Europe, and Japan in a
“supersovereign” entity that would be “economically,
culturally, and politically hegemonic in the world”. The
trouble with this globalist vision is that it is utopian. It
envisions a world that has never existed and can never
exist because it is contrary to fallen human nature.
Today, more and more globalists have discovered
that the “international community” is a fiction.
America’s NATO allies, save Britain, refused to back
her in the recent Gulf crisis and have yet to
contribute to U.S. efforts to oust Iraq’s Saddam
Hussein, as part of their contribution to a NATO
expansion. Russia sells weapons to anti-U.S. regimes.
Israel, beneficiary of billions in U.S. aid, ignores
American complaints with regard to arbitrarily taking
the West Bank and wishes to keep it. At the same
time, Tel Aviv sells advanced weapons, dependent
on U.S. technology, to CHINA. The Gulf nations
refuse to support the U.S. against Iraq and are
moving closer to their Islamic brothers.
Closer to home, the Japanese reject American
economic advice, and Japan and China ignore U.S.
demands for open markets for American goods.
Moreover, U.S. President George W. Bush’s
provocations to disrupt East Asian ties are being met
with rising anger. Foreign Minister Makiko Tanaka
called Bush “an asshole”, referring to his many
provocations against China and North Korea.
Tanaka’s criticism of Bush’s missile defense program as
a provocation and of undue influence on Bush by “oil
industry people in Texas”, only shows that Japan cannot
be relied upon to support America’s petro-politics,
despite U.S.-Japan-South Korea security treaties.
The STAR’s Max Soliven was right in stating that
the Japanese still “have the strongest military
establishment in the area”, despite “all that modest SelfDefense Forces labeling”. The truth is, Japan has been
quietly stalking China’s military spending. Although
Japan “is not shy about proclaiming its alliance with the
U.S.—and, in fact, subsidizes the existing U.S. bases in
their country by contributing U.S.$7 BILLION yearly to
their upkeep and maintenance,” things could go the
same way it did prior to World War II, when Japan was

literally pushed by the Anglo-Americans into Germany’s
side when she was notified that the United States and
Great Britain, through their oil companies, would no
longer sell their precious commodities to Tokyo.
There is also the untold story about the fabled
Yamashita Treasures which, if true, merely affirms the
continuing, secret partnership between the Japanese
and Germans with regard to war booties. The trouble
is, the Philippines got caught by this “golden
spider’s web” through former President Marcos.
Japan’s policymakers are more than inclined to use
militarism as an effective tool of foreign policy, now that
its political and economic measures are gradually being
overshadowed by the Chinese. The country has a lot of
financial reserve to boost its armed forces; and the
transformation of Japan’s defense department into a fulltime ministry indicates that the Nippon leadership is
ready to introduce amendments to the Constitution, to
enable the country to fasttrack its military capabilities,
especially in the areas south of Japan, i.e., China,
Southeast Asia, and the Korean Peninsula.
[END OF QUOTING]
Next let us look at observations regarding that
Philippine-China ongoing adversity.
[QUOTING “ANALYSIS”, August 2002, “Domino”:]
PROBLEMS WITH SUCH AS CHINA
Nothing seems to be going President Gloria
Macapagal-Arroyo’s (PGMA) way these days. Even
her diplomatic offensive is going nowhere. As
expected, China for the nth time has rejected a RP
proposal for a “code of conduct” that will govern
territorial disputes. Despite the support of ASEAN
member-states, our diplomats are no match against
Beijing’s tactic of postponing decisions if the dispute in
question is significant but cannot be resolved rapidly
to China’s advantage by peaceful means.
The same logic has been applied by China to the
dispute over Taiwan. The reluctance to employ force
to resolve territorial disputes remains a good example
of Beijing’s calculative strategy at work. But make
no mistake about it. “China is seeking to become the
dominant power in Asia,” says Bill Gertz of the
WASHINGTON TIMES, and the Chinese are
convinced, just as the Japanese are, that whoever
controls the South China Sea will control the region.
Compounding the Philippines’ security problem is
the United States’ foreign policy of “neither here nor
there”, as far as the security of Southeast Asian
allies are concerned as expressed by State Secretary
Colin Powell. “No U.S. bases, no additional troops”
could mean Washington’s adherence to the Nixon
Doctrine laid down by the president in Guam in 1969,
that in future Asian wars, America will provide the
weapons of defense for free nations, but Asian
soldiers, sailors, and airmen must do the fighting.
American officials say that U.S. policy toward
China is neither to aggravate nor to appease Beijing.
But allowing China to run close to $60 billion annual
trade surpluses at U.S. expense, while guaranteeing
low-interest loans to Beijing from the Asian
Development Bank and World Bank, is appeasement.
In contrast is America’s continuing shabby treatment
of the Philippines, a traditional and steadfast ally (or should
we say, alalay). From the beginning, the Philippines has
always been viewed by American militarists as “a military
and diplomatic liability… the Achilles heel of American
defense, a hostage for American foreign policy in the
Far East.” To them, our islands are impossible to
defend without investments of men and money their
economic and strategic benefit could not justify.
Even the $55 million aid package dangled by the
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U.S. for the war against local terrorism, on top of the
$100 million already allocated to fight poverty, is part
of America’s carrot-and-stick approach to lure the
Philippine government.
No mention is made regarding RP exports to the
U.S., including tuna!
PGMA’s political bluff, therefore, is going pfttt. While
she threatens the ruling Lakas-NUCD with periodic
flirtations with the Liberal Party which political analysts
believe is quietly being refurbished by the present
dispensation in preparation for 2004, Lakas strategists have
come up with a counter-threat of putting up a Roco-Legarda
tandem. After all, did not the duo stand out during the
Senate impeachment proceedings?
“At the EDSA shrine, Raul Roco and Loren Legarda
rode the crest of adulatory waves. I remember at the time
there wasn’t much enthusiasm for Vice President Arroyo.
There were even a few scattered boos when somebody from
the stage mentioned her name. Maybe we can look back
at those days for lessons and answers on the political
paralysis gripping the nation today,” writes the STAR’s
Teddy Benigno. And the Lakas-NUCD’s battery of political
analysts must have read his mind even before he wrote the
article regarding the Roco factor (STAR, 05 August 2002).
[END OF QUOTING]
Since the ASIAN WALL STREET JOURNAL just a
couple of days ago did such a job on the Philippines and
its predicaments self-created, we just offer one last
“Analysis” that arrived last evening. Part of the
attachments are so blunt and to the point that we have to
decline to copy to press. Needless to say, the rabble are
roused and gaining war-power by the minute.
[QUOTING “ANALYSIS”, circa August 22, 2002,
“Domino”:]
CURRENT SITUATION IN THE PHILIPPINES
The latest edition of the ASIAN WALL STREET
JOURNAL, which carries a four-column article of
James Hookway, tells everything one needs to know
about the current situation in the Philippines: “Five
years ago, the Philippines was hammered by Asia’s
financial crisis. Now the country risks getting
sideswiped by the threats of a similar crunch in Latin
America… because Manila faces a widening budget
deficit, financed largely by foreign borrowings.”
The AWSJ wants the government to address the
problem of “widespread tax evasion”, which “has
stretched this year’s projected deficit to about 4
percent of the Philippines’ gross domestic product—
close to 4 percent to 5 percent predicted for Brazil.”
For her part, PGMA insists in pursuing “her rip-roaring
roseate roadshow against crime”, declaring that “the best
way to catch big fish is to get small fish”, hoping to
squeeze more funds from the thieves inside Customs and
the BIR (Bureau of Internal Revenue). But even her finance
secretary isn’t banking on it. Instead, Camacho admitted
that it would take no less than a miracle for us to weather
the financial storm. The administration’s economic
managers had banked on an early U.S. economic recovery,
but the IMF thinks otherwise. America is on the verge of
a relapse into recession, as the 900 days falloff in the
market approaches the record of the 1929 Great Depression.
To trim the 2003 budget deficit, government plans
to sell more assets to help finance some P15 billion
worth of expenditure items not included in the proposed
budget. This, however, will not suffice. According to
Rep. Tet Garcia of Bataan, government must immediately
address the shortfalls in the collection of taxes/duties,
diversions and delays/non-remittances by unscrupulous
authorized agent banks (AABs) of their collections
which could easily exceed P100 billion annually—a
problem that has persisted since the early 1980s.
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Garcia believes that the biggest single factor that
prevents the BIR and Customs from efficiently collecting
internal revenue taxes and duties is their “utter lack of a
basic management information system (MIS) that will give
the actual total amounts they collect as soon as possible,
broken down by taxpayer and the kind of tax-duty paid.”
Garcia’s proposed safeguard measures, however,
suffered a major setback after the NBI uncovered a
conspiracy involving Land Bank officials to launder P203
million. Worse, the supposed “whistleblower”, Acsa
Ramirez, is turning out to be a conspirer, per
testimony of branch manager Artemio San Juan.
According to the tumor mill, the collusion between
bank officials and syndicates goes up to the top officials.
Land Bank prexy Margarito Teves, who now finds himself
in the same predicament as that of resigned Education
Secretary Raul Roco. The only difference, they say,
is that Roco refused to cooperate with the DepEd
‘mafia’ while Teves seems to “tow the line”.
Some say that the same could hold true in the case of
newly-resigned BIR Commissioner Rene Banez, who is
viewed as a “reformer” by the Makati Business Club. His
detractors, however, insist that Banez is the ‘collector’ for
the Arroyo campaign fund for 2004, withholding about 6,000
letters of authority (Las) to prevent BIR probers to go after
big-time tax cheats, resulting in the ballooning tax shortfalls
reported to be in the vicinity of P40 billion.
All this gives credence to the proposed creation of the
Internal Revenue Management Authority (IRMA), the key
to transforming the BIR into a more effective tax
collection agency. It transforms the government agency
into a quasi-corporation with its senior officers tied to
performance-based management contracts.
Meanwhile, IMF officials have decided to delay
for at least a year the process of “naming and
shaming” nations acting as centers for global money
laundering. The move, which practically gives the
Arroyo administration a “grace period” to straighten
out the financial mess it is in, is seen as a prelude to the
abolition of the Paris-based Financial Action Task Force
(PATF). In short, Big Brother wants to take full control
of monitoring movements of money, especially in the
areas where banks act as clearing houses and money
launderers of drug money, among others.
During the Marcos era, Big Brother controlled money
movements through control of the world’s central banks
and/or monetary boards. Today, the control becomes even
more rigid as big name banks like the Federal Reserve Banks,
Bank of International Settlements (BIS), World Bank, HongSheng, American Express, etc., are likewise commissioned to
closely watch means of recycling drug dollars. Each of
these banks is affiliated with and/or controls hundreds of
thousands of large and small banks throughout the world.
[END OF QUOTING]
My intent is not to bore any of our readers
regarding things which relate only to the Philippines. I
remind you that the Philippines is A REFLECTION OF
U.S. activities. This is not just a bunch of islands in
Paradise—it is the most strategic location in Asia at the
moment. It also reflects, again through the United
States, THE MOST DEVASTATING OF STEPS
TOWARD GLOBAL ECONOMIC DISASTER.
However, I believe that we might leave this to your
ponderings as we confront the piles of entropy about to
bury everything that “used to be” in sight.
I am quite eager, in fact, to get back to the topic of Lt.
Col. Al Martin’s escapades in the team of one George Bush.
Certainly things just never get dull on Planet Earth,
do they? You are known in the Cosmos identification
code as “Shan”. I begin to believe that might better
be “Scam or Sham. The Games never cease.
Salu, GCH
dharma
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Doris’ Corner
8/23/02—#1 (16-7)
By Doris & E.J. Ekker
RE: THANK YOU!
BECAUSE DJE WRITES HERE—
It often is construed by our most observant
adversaries that somehow DJE singularly tries to run
the world. Sorry, I have no such ambitions and
even if I would wish such a stupid thing, I’m too
old and tired and over that proverbial “hill” (just
ask those same adversaries). I can’t even make it
to the top of the hill, so much the less, over it!
As things settle into another step forward as
we passed our 15 th year in accounting, as usual the
program steps up a notch on the thermostat.
Berends were kind enough to go to California
and Nevada and pretty much look over “whatever”
and then meet and confer to see how best to
attend current theatres of operations.
Even though we have no claim to input or
output we are certainly honored that we are
included in considerations, especially where there
could be any reflection on Diane.
The charges against Diane finally were reduced to simply
“mailing” information which was actually created by other
parties with qualified credentials. This included a physician,
a registered nurse, a chiropractor of long standing, an
herbologist with, we were told, a Ph.D. in herbology.
The charges, furthermore, were not against product
except to qualify a couple of things as not containing
enough particulate as to be “worthless”. Example:
“There is not enough copper in the gold colloid to meet
minimum requirements.” THERE SHOULD BE “NO”
(0) COPPER IN A GOLD COLLOID.
Another interesting official statement was that there
was not enough “gold” in the gold colloid to qualify for
minimum daily requirements. The fact that colloidal
particulate SHOULD NOT EVEN REGISTER is
interesting in itself—but—more interesting, the solution
tested was a lovely purple-lavender (the color of a
good colloidal solution with gold particles which
makes it “the colloidal solution” so named).
The same “problem” existed, as well, with the silver
colloid even though it too was a perfect “color” as in “golden”.
It must, therefore, be our assumption that the entire
raid exercise was just that, an exercise based on
nothing except lies presented by people who
deliberately wanted to destroy product and persons.
This is not my purpose in this letter, however,
but rather to thank you for keeping us informed
because the obvious parties in target are we!
The next comment, of course, is that we are pleased
others have stepped forward to check around and make
available some of the approved products.
Dr. and Mr. Jack Tulanian had always done the
catalogs for NGP and that is substantiated by Dr. Tulanian
demanding to be removed from any further connection
AFTER THE INFAMOUS BREAK-AWAY BY WHAT IS
NOW THE SPECTRUM GROUP COMPRISED OF ALL
THE FEDERAL AGENT’S INTERVIEWEES.

Please remember, as well, that any “operations”
were under management of Margie Berndt—and NEVER
“Diane”. Moreover, nothing was ever shipped, to our
knowledge, from California but from the corporate
facilities in Las Vegas. This is true and proven by
the raids in Las Vegas and confiscation of
products which also have not been returned.
Remember that colloids have NO expiration dates, for
they are good unless particulate has “fallen-out”.
The Drias only forever get simply “better” the
longer they are held.
Colloids which are chemically-catalytically
colloidalized are equally “permanent” in their holding,
unless “fallen-out” with one exception; IF
PARTICULATE HAS BEEN MAGNETICALLY
DISCHARGED IN A METALLIC SOLUTION—THE
PARTICLES WILL SIMPLY “DROP-OUT. CatalyticCONVERTED solutions are exactly that: new
compounds which are “permanently” converted into
something different from the original components.
Centrifugally vortexed, as in mineral/vitamin
colloidalization, is through centrifugal-electro-magnetic
particularization into solution by ionized particulate
“flung” into water molecules. The best such solution is
simply one ion of desired substance per molecule of the
solution. In ALL instances, used in conjunction
with “Gaiandriana” as in “trademark” but referring
to “drias” come the very best “carry-cells”.
Remember that the point of body utilization is cellto and “within cell” and this is the big bug-a-boo-boo in
that most “treatment” drugs CANNOT pass the cell
membrane-walls. Drias can and do as do colloidalizedions, for they are already in the cells.
The best colloidal solution under the Sun would
be colloids where the solution itself is actually a dria
solution. This would solve the problem of blood
transfusions, for the drias in “colloidal” solution
(comes that way) provides fluid AND can carry
abundant oxygen supply without using dead cells
(blood as in transfusion) or plasma.
Enough on this, for we only wished to thank you
for your input and help, for I suppose the very act of
sitting to this keyboard becomes a focus for our
teacher’s input. So, I have been in the habit (bad) of
saying “I just can’t do this!” I now consciously turn
that about and repeat three times: “I CAN DO THIS”.
So, please, friends, if I slip, be patient.
I certainly can’t, however, have much input to
cleaning up a room or keeping it clean OR even who
does anything, right or wrong, 9,000 miles away.
There is “Lucy” in Bakersfield who has been so
eager to help in any way, including willing to drop
everything and move to Manila. She is, I believe, a
registered nurse and the only complaint I ever heard is
that she likes to organize things and is Ms. Clean. She
might be very willing to give and then get paid later, for
both input and assistance on needed days. Then there
is also Betty S. although I don’t know where she might
be at present. Four years is a long time out of touch.
I’m sure John L. could learn everything necessary and
DOCUMENT it for reference as to equipment. If you get
funds you can also hire some of the “old” workers to fill in.
Enough on that because we must stay out of it, for we will
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not jeopardize our position for any OTHER sort of
distraction. THIS is our job until further assignment.
This nation is in such trouble in every direction and
today there are more “hostages” which also is
perpetrated by the Dead Man, Sabaya it is said, and this
time they wasted no time in beheading two Jehovah’s
Witnesses and putting away four door-to-door sellers of
tea and Avon products. This is down in “Dangerville”
but moving about is totally restricted with us being
warned by the U.S. as well as local intelligence.
A couple of things (possibilities) which had gone
quite silent are back in the “churning” stage so again we
have hope for some realization of something from a
couple of things we had literally discarded as being no
longer valid. We have as much trouble as anyone in
sorting drama figments from any relative reality.
With all the gold supposed to be under every
bed and hundreds (literally) of tons up for sale—
we have yet to see more than an ounce and the
person was a fraud using it as a “come-on”.
So, what of our “program”? Oh my, we only need
deal with what is supposed to be in THAT CENTRAL
BANK. At some point the culprits HAVE TO FACE what
has happened to that gold—AND GET IT BACK. And
THAT is why it has taken four years and more—worthless
dollars and missing gold, especially in derivatives.
Our German associate, however, is having problems
with the Immigration Dept. so we have to rearrange the
“Tallano estate” interchanges. That can be worked out
through other “agents” and legal counsel so shouldn’t
cause much time waste—except that Struck is such a
go-getter that anything lesser seems “still in the water”.
We are confident his problems can be resolved although
our own observations in this particular arena are that he
would be as, or moreso, valuable in Germany as here in
“The most disaster-prone place on the glob (globe)” as
labeled by the international humanitarian associations
(Red Cross-Red Crescent). I BELIEVE IT!
Unfortunately, the biggest disaster of all is the population
itself. So be it, in the words of the Teacher.
The best news of ALL, however, just came as an
interruption by a phone call from down South in which
our program was being discussed and through which
“they” are trying to get us over to Malaysia in the near
future, etc. People had been here a lot lately who are
working with Malaysia but belong in the Philippines.
Wisdom presents that that is enough explanation.
However, the person in “lead” just happened to mention
to our caller that they had literally been to the World
Bank here, met and conferred and a person at the Bank
who said our program is valid and will be in use but it
will take up to a year to put into utilization. Now,
people, the World Bank! That is not shabbyville.
As is usual, “The wife is the last to know.!”
In other words, nobody told us, including Dad.
One other person back in the picture as of
yesterday and who was working with a former
Supreme Court Justice, is again visiting and saying
that it is moving well and “he” wants to handle it and
handle it properly—so his representative is supposed to
call for a “conference”-type meeting today—or next
week, or whenever Philippine time presents.
Who knows? Certainly NOT us! We can only
take the balls as pitched and try for a hit while
having both hands tied behind us and being blind
as bats in a screened room.
By the way, supposing the World Bank statement is true,
we hurt, still, for that year in passage so we have to keep

paddling and patching the boat until the port is located.
Our own realization is that “holdup” is due to
political factors here in Manila. Can’t say what
the overall problems might be but let’s be assured
that the political turnover here is both anticipated
and all but unavoidable—AGAIN.
Boy, the Bush Boys have done a number on these
people over here. They promised oodles of $$$ and
have cut it to almost nothing. They did the Sabaya story
and drama which didn’t happen and hung the President
here out to dry. Two delivered bloody heads sealed the
drama yesterday. Now the game is preventative
installations to counter missile attacks. Say what?
Rumsfeld yet! And how just safe do YOU feel?
Gosh, I guess we were totally blind and stupid while
there in Tehachapi and we knew the devil was after
us. We just didn’t recognize their identities.
The best of worlds, in my SINGULAR opinion,
would be a way to work within the system as is but
without the graft and corruption. We certainly cannot
run such a massive program, at least “I” certainly have
no wish to even try. E.J. doesn’t share that “give-up”
attitude but I’m tired of battling Satan nose to nose every
minute of my physical manifestation here on this orb.
I’m also sure, however, that Pablo and his “family”
can easily remember that while we were there they had
it quite good from time to time and we went to bat for
him/them every time necessary. Moreover, when things
return to normal, (whatever that is), they will benefit
most greatly as was always the promise. Their troubles
came from Ences, Bilgers, Martin, Irwin, Ward, etc.
I don’t understand traitors, especially to God’s
causes, any better than anyone else can, BUT I do know
that God’s delays are NOT God’s denials—ever,
UNLESS, of course, the intent is evil in the first place.
Neither do I understand an observation of
something untoward without a willingness to
“right” the circumstance. Again, if things went to
hell, then some angels must have been “off-duty”.
I find it further interesting that anyone would
question why we might not just open our very lives to
people who claim to “just want to help”. Does anyone
remember Rex Smith? How about Charles Neil?
Charles, on the day before he left Manila with Rick,
said to us that “Everyone in the world might leave you
guys BUT I WILL ALWAYS BE RIGHT THERE WITH
YOU!” Furthermore he CLAIMED he was going back
early specifically to “KEEP AN EYE ON RICK”!
Charles also seemed to be the investigator of
anyone passing through our space and it was
sometimes a very uncomfortable outcome.
PRODUCTS AND JOURNALS
None of our products were subject to FDA “ban”
but some needed relabeling. I suggest that no one should
try to outdo whatever was basic product for, as with
Rex, we asked for very specific things over here and he
“saved shipping cost” by doing his own preferred MIX.
This is not acceptable in any circumstance. The original
PRODUCTS were exactly correct and any tampering to
suit individuals is unacceptable.
This does not mean people can’t bring forth their
own products or enhanced products but NOT WHERE
“ANOTHER” IS HELD RESPONSIBLE.
As far as putting herbs of any kind near the
Gaiandriana, please know that it will be the herbs which
are enhanced—not the drias. In fact, all the metallic
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colloids were “finished” by 12-24 hours proximity to the
dria containers. The input to the colloids of higher
frequency was just as effective at night as in sunlight.
As to mice in the woodwork, we note that
mice go wherever they choose until shown
otherwise. Mr. Turner always used CATS—lots
of cats. Are they better than the mice? Infinitely!
So, back to the original purpose of this
particular letter; THANK YOU.
Things back there might not ACTUALLY or
LITERALLY be our responsibility but when it is
assumed, somehow, otherwise, it works out the
same—we have to answer for things of which we
didn’t even know there was a question.
WE MUST ATTEND “THIS” JOB, FOR THERE
ISN’T ANYONE TO FILL IN HERE, YET. NOW IT
REQUIRES OTHERS JUST AS BUSY AS ARE WE TO
HAVE TO “CATCH-UP” AND BASICALLY START OVER.
If nothing else, it is well admitted that we are
KNOWN (about) by everybody, even in the highest
circles. They know that what we have is good and also
substantial but must also decide how best to go about
utilization. The fear is always that with bringing
something into full disclosure, as we demand, that
other past indiscretions will be uncovered.
That is unnecessary but perhaps likely as
opponents choose up wars against one another.
We just got a second warning right off the pages of
today’s paper to all U.S. citizens from traveling to this
destination or from going to the area of Mt. Pinatubo.
Really good for tourism, isn’t it? We are just
asked to stay put. So what else is new today?
E.J. took me across the street, literally, for lunch
on the 17th (New Year’s) and that was “it” for my bimonthly trip across the street. Right now our
passports are being “visa extended” so we couldn’t
go anywhere if we wanted to. That comes around
every 60 days which seems every other day.
The U.S. Embassy people, however, even added an
additional set of pages to our passports so we can
continue to use the extensions. We are NOT in trouble
here in spite of the wishes of such as V.K., et al.
A smart-ass at the Central Bank, however, said to
a group of “our” friends at last visit that we were
bothersome as we just “send in everybody” and
somehow we were called “anti-semitic”. That cooled it
when the people (just clients), turned on them with the
definition of “Semites”. So, yes indeed, we get to have
a little vicarious fun from time to time. I wonder if it
could be the recent revelation that the Zionist Elite
now own and control the Central Bank?
I gather Mr. Bush is, however, having some
problems with his old partners in crime, the
International Banking Cartel. Ah yes, the Cartel vs.
the Cabal. (Sounds like fun!)
Isn’t it strange that in fact these big buzzards aren’t
actually giving us much overt trouble while the nasties
are from those who proclaimed to BE OUR BEST
FRIENDS!?! THESE are the hardest of all realizations
and then when it slaps you in the face from Federal agent
interviews that those you treated AS YOUR FAMILY lied
and cheated, it IS very definitely disappointing.
Can we handle it? In my new stance of “I can handle
this!” Yes we can. There is no way to express our
appreciation for each and every one of you but will not
mention names to avoid the harassment in backwash.
In love and prayers constantly, for Light and
wisdom, E-E
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
THE RULE OF LAW IS AN OLD,
RELEVANT AND VALUABLE STORY
By M. Cherif Bassiouni, Tribune, 08/11/02
M. Cherif Bassiouni is a professor of law and
president of the International Human Rights Law
Institute at DePaul University.
On March 5, 1770, British Capt. Thomas Preston,
facing an angry crowd in Boston near the Custom
House, ordered his soldiers to open fire. Several men
died. Thus began the Boston uprising against King
George III’s rule, which led to the colonies’ war, and
the independence of the United States of America.
These were fiery days in which passions ran deep
and during which the fate of the American Revolution
was uncertain.
The citizenry called for the trial of Preston. For
many, it was a foregone conclusion that he would be
found guilty and hanged. Some advocated outright
lynching—why bother with a trial? But a few, including
John Adams (who later became president), were adamantly
opposed to anything but a fair trial. He assumed Preston’s
defense at the trial before a jury of twelve unsympathetic
Bostonians. The courtroom was always filled with an
angry crowd for whom the conviction of Preston was
to be a symbol of England’s condemnation.
Preston’s trial for manslaughter thus became the
arena for competing values of liberty versus the rule
of law. Those who aspired to independence wanted
to make this the trial of England. But those who, like
Adams, believed in the rule of law thought that
liberty would have to be gained on the foundation of
the rule of law, and not on its grave.
The atmosphere of the trial was at times rowdy, but no
one interfered with the defense or its ability to crossexamine witnesses for the prosecution and present those on
its own behalf. Adams remained respected by even the
more ardent patriots throughout the trial—and thereafter, as
is evidenced by his election to the presidency.
No one questioned his patriotism because he defended
an enemy to uphold the rule of law. The prosecution in
turn did not use the emotionally charged situation to abuse
its prerogatives. There was no secret evidence, no
incommunicado detention of Preston, who was also not
subjected to inhuman or degrading treatment, and there was
no public intimidation of the judge or the jury. In the end,
notwithstanding the prevailing climate amid what
Bostonians considered the most heinous crime in their
history, the jury acquitted Preston of manslaughter.
In his closing statement, Adams reminded the jury
that justice was more important than vengeance, and
that the American people would be judged by others and
by history on the outcome of this simple trial.
And so it was that America was judged for more than
200 years as the champion of liberty and justice through
the rule of law. For two centuries the U.S. propagated its
spirit and substance, inspiring international human-rights
treaties and the constitutions of many countries. Our
Supreme Court decisions on civil rights and the
protection of the rights of the accused were admired
worldwide and followed by many foreign courts.
We judged others by these standards and passed
legislation requiring the State Department to issue annual

country reports on the state of human rights around the
world. We did not hesitate to condemn countries that
violated our standards, which we had made into
international standards. We accused dictatorial regimes,
such as the USSR and its satellites, of breaking international
law when they held closed-door trials, disallowed the right
to counsel, used secret evidence, kept people
incommunicado, mistreated prisoners, and held people for
prolonged periods in jail without charges.
For almost 50 years, the U.S. denounced these
practices by abusive governments.
Suddenly in the aftermath of Sept. 11, we did
much of what we condemned for so long.
In one fell swoop, we did away with the legacy of
Preston’s trial, the principled position of Adams, the
eloquent words of Thomas Jefferson embodied in the
Declaration of Independence. We have ignored our
Constitution, reversed over 200 years of established
rule of law and overlooked our admonitions to others
to abide by the same.
We detain prisoners of war in violation of international
humanitarian law, which we have made part of our own law.
This is the fate of Taliban combatants from Afghanistan,
now held in Cuba on a U.S. military base without trial.
They are forced to wear goggles and deprived of being able
to hear. Such sensory deprivation and other methods are
a form of psychological torture in violation of our law and
international law. If American POWs were held under the
same detention conditions, we would loudly protest these
to be inhuman and degrading.
We also allow secret evidence in trials against
permanent residents and other immigrants, one of the
patently unfair practices characteristic of the most
repressive regimes.
Citizens, permanent residents and other immigrants in
the U.S. can, in clear violation of the Constitution, be
arrested and imprisoned on a presidential finding without
being criminally charged, denied their right to counsel,
denied their right to cross-examine witnesses, and tried by
a secret military commission. All of this is most abhorrent
to the Constitution we profess to cherish, and all of this for
the trials of Lindh and Padilla, who are U.S. citizens?
Maybe it is time for the administration to be
reminded by judges and lawyers, civic-minded citizens
and the media, of our Constitution and of our
historically principled positions.
The words of Benjamin Franklin inscribed on the
Statue of Liberty are more eloquent today than ever:
“They that can give up essential liberty to obtain a
little safety, deserve neither liberty nor safety.”
[JR: America along with our Constitution is now
Gone With the Wind!
WE HAVE THE POWER TO SAY “NO!” NOW
By Linda O’Brien, Online Journal, 08/01/02
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probably find you’re surrounded by people who are
outraged. For many the knowing started on September 11
itself, where it sat in the gut like a stone and could
serve no purpose, since it couldn’t be shared or verified,
but could only raise nausea and make us feel isolated
and despairing. The power we have, unspoken, not
even needing words to share it with each other, is
evident. The implications are enormous.
So why, why, are we letting George W. Bush prepare
to do the unthinkable and unnecessary in Iraq?
From all sides, experts say that there are better ways to
deal with the potential danger of Hussein. There’s a total
absence of present threat from him, far less from his people.
But many thousands of them will die in any form of this war
Bush is pushing, whether it involves “precision” bombing
or 200,000 troops. For the first time, the only rationale we’ll
have for their deaths is our fear of a possibility. Blind
yourself, the seduction goes, and I’ll save you from your
greatest fears. Surely there’s a sickening dissonance inside
us at the distance between the facts and this relentless
push for war. But many appear willing to wait and see, the
fear of another deadly assault just edging out the knowledge
that this war is desperately immoral. If we continue, the
trade-off will be that thousands more innocents will die.
Then perhaps the sickness will rise to our throats, and we’ll
have to own up to what we’re now refusing to know.
We’ve placed a lot of sacrifices on the altar to fear
lately. Over two centuries of freedom from snooping and
paranoia. The lives of hundreds of immigrants locked up
in secret for months. The privacy and peace of mind of
thousands of others rounded up and questioned by
authorities with initials for names who don’t have to give
a reason. The deaths of hundreds of Afghan civilians.
This particular god is very hungry, insatiable.
It’s been said that Bush is acting as if he doesn’t need
the approval of Congress, or our allies, or of us. And it’s
true, he doesn’t, as long as we keep giving our power to
him. It’s a classic setup: a frightening event, power handed
to one who seems able to save us, and the possibility of
other frightening events are held continually over our heads
until power becomes abuse of power. The abuser seems
much more powerful than he is, all out of proportion to
reality, and we come to believe we’re powerless, feeding the
cycle of increasing abuse, until, desperate and exhausted, we
face the worst fear: that no one’s going to save us but us.
The worst of what has been done since 9/11 has
been to try to deny us knowledge, and it has failed
miserably. If, as some fear, something devastating
happens to provide a convincing rationale for war on
Iraq this fall, many, perhaps most of us are going to
be looking past the great and terrifying face on the
screen to the man frantically pulling levers behind a
curtain. It would be good to make that clear right now.
We were thrust into the mythical hero’s journey on
September 11. The way out, the hero discovers, is always
in rediscovering the power that was always there. This may
be the knowledge we must turn and look upon: that we’ve
become too afraid of our own government to challenge what
it is doing. We know now. We do. It is done and will be
done in our name. We must own it now, and say no.
[JR: Both writers of the these articles speak with a
conscience that is inspired by the soul. Americans
want PEACE with Iraq because the deaths of innocent
Iraqis will diminish us all!]

There are so many of us who know, in spite of the
NEWSPAPERS SHOULD OFFER
skewed polls, the fear mongering, the slanted reports, the
JUST THE FACTS, PLEASE
lack of support from Congress, and the refusal of the media
to question. All of it is meant to deny us the power of
By Binnie Jacover, Tribune, 08/15/02
knowing. But the amazing thing is, we know anyway.
It’s been greatly helped by the Internet, but that
Flossmoor—As a young girl, before television in
doesn’t entirely explain it. Ask a tentative, “What do you the late ’40s, newspapers were my joy. They were
think about what’s going on in the country,” and you’ll also my lifeline to the outside world.
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I’d “see” the world, so to speak, by way of the
morning paper. Faraway places came to my parents’
door. I’d read about the who, what, where, when and
why, and fill in the rest with my imagination.
My senior-citizen nostalgia aside, I believe
newspapers aren’t what they used to be. Somewhat
mimicking society at large, today newspapers are
quite self-absorbed. They are less about news and
more about feelings and commentary.
Quite regularly they also unwittingly promote the
exception as the rule, or at least as a false trend.
Instead of news, the paper is littered with
personal reflections by numerous columnists.
Don’t get me wrong; by and large, they are fine
writers, but many seem more like frustrated novelists
than news reporters. …
More troubling than the columns is what passes as
straight news nowadays. Instead of reporting simple facts,
reporters seem to have a desire to tell stories. It is subtle
and difficult to explain. Every news story comes with a
human-interest angle. Though such angles seem noble and
telling, they often serve to distract from the story at large.
Actually nowadays the angles are often the story,
and the real news, which should include a degree of
history and context, is secondary. …
Yes, nuance is, of course, a part of news reporting, but
it is not the story. The tail doesn’t wag the dog.
Every absurd position and opinion seems to be given
equal weight, which actually runs counter to news reporting
if for no other reason than it connotes a false sense of
evenly divided opinion, thought and merit. …
Perhaps one explanation is that young reporters
feel a need to distinguish themselves. When will
writers realize they are not the story? Why do so few
recognize that there is an inherent majesty in letting
the facts speak for themselves? Of course, this
requires first knowing the facts.
In retrospect, I suppose in my lifetime reporting has
shifted from a staid just-the-facts approach to the current
storytelling approach. If that is evolution, then I am a
dinosaur. At a minimum, there should be a happy medium.
Naively, I long for the days of straight reporting. In
the meantime, I’ll keep my almanac close by.
[JR: These are the thoughts and comments from a
Chicago reader who has noticed the change of style
in the reporting of the “news”. The printed pages
are short on the facts and long on the spin.]
KURD CHIEF LEAVES HOLE
IN IRAQI DISSIDENT UNITY
By Patrick E. Tyler, New York Times, 08/05/02
WASHINGTON—The most powerful Kurdish chieftain
in northern Iraq, Massoud Barzani, refused the Bush
administration’s invitation to attend the meeting of Iraqi
opposition figures at the White House last week, Kurdish
and administration officials said Wednesday.
The absence of Barzani, whose father, Mustafa Barzani,
led the largest Kurdish rebellion of the last century and
died in exile in the United States, was a blow to
administration officials who had orchestrated the gathering
in part to demonstrate that Iraqi opposition forces were
unified behind a new campaign to oust Saddam Hussein.
In a feverish effort to entice Barzani to leave northern
Iraq and travel to Washington, the administration offered to
send a private plane to southeastern Turkey to pick him up,
said Kurdish and American officials.
As an additional inducement, U.S. officials said
that if Barzani would travel with his longtime rival,
Jalal Talabani, on an American aircraft, it was likely
the two Kurdish leaders would be treated to a
meeting with President Bush. In the end, Talabani
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came by himself and the conference host was Vice
President Dick Cheney on video link from Wyoming.
“Barzani really more so than anyone is the elder
statesman of the Iraqi opposition, and we did try to
arrange for him to be here and obviously we did not
succeed,” an administration official said.
Barzani’s decision to stay in Iraq indicates that a crisis
may be looming with Turkey, administration officials said.
Turkish officials, in meetings with senior Bush
administration officials and with Kurdish leaders, have
warned they are prepared to go to war to prevent the Iraqi
Kurds from declaring a Kurdish mini-state within Iraq.
The Turkish government fears that such a state with
control over key oil resources around Kirkuk might incite
Turkey’s repressed Kurdish population to rebel.
Instead of flying to Washington, Barzani sent a
representative to tell the Bush administration that it
had failed to follow up on a number of promises made
last April when Barzani was spirited into the United
States for a meeting with top CIA, Pentagon and
State Department officials.
Chief among the broken promises, he said, was the
United States’ failure to address the possibility that Hussein
might launch a pre-emptive strike on the Kurds before the
administration had built up its forces in the region.
Barzani has about 70,000 fighters under his control.
[JR: The Kurds in Afghanistan are having their own
problems with Turkey and less with Saddam who is
confined to Baghdad. The U.S. will rely on the Turks to
crush any attempts made by the Kurds to gain control of
the region that contains the oil fields. Turkey also covets
those oil fields as well, so we may have a dilemma as to
her loyalty as an ally. The deceivers in D.C. failed in
their attempts to play up to the vanities of the Kurdish
leader with its ploys of private jets and hints of a
possible meeting with Bush. The Bush Administration
failure to honor its agreements and commitments is
what sabotaged its plans to forge an alliance with the
powerful Kurd leader, Massoud Barzani. In his case
such allures and enticements just didn’t work.]

security,” Rumsfeld said. “It is, rather, the challenge of
bolstering the new government, the new central
government, and the fact that the international
community is not yet delivering the level of assistance
to President [Hamid] Karzai and his team that is needed.”
He said the new government has appointed
ministers but has no other bureaucratic structures or
budget in place. “They need to get on their feet,”
Rumsfeld said at a Pentagon news conference. “To
do that, they need resources.”
Rumsfeld’s comments, including an opening
statement that highlighted many of the humanitarian
works that United States and coalition forces have
carried out in the country, took aim at critics who say
the U.S.-led military operation in Afghanistan has
failed to provide the security environment needed to
allow new civil institutions to flourish.
Critics have pointed to sporadic bombings,
assassinations and Karzai’s need for U.S. Special
Forces members to serve as bodyguards.
Even so, Rumsfeld said, the security situation is
“reasonably good” except for the region between Kabul and
the Pakistani border, where there has been fighting.
[JR: Could it be that those nations that pledged their
support want it to solely to go to aid, feed and shelter
the displaced people of Afghanistan and to rebuild their
destroyed towns and villages? The devastation and the
needs have to be way beyond the $450M the U.S. has
allocated. Part of that U.S. aid money went to build the
roads and the military bases to establish a presence in
the southern regions. Despite the doublespeak by
Rumsfeld, the issue here is definitely about security.
The U.S. must fortify its power base in Kabul in order
to secure our future oil projects and to quickly diffuse
the hostilities growing among the rival tribal factions.
The nations who pledged their support may not see the
necessity to help further U.S. interests in the region.
Maybe they have plans of their own?]

U.S. FAULTS PACE OF AID TO AFGHANS

By Liz Sly, Tribune, 08/06/02

By Eric Schmitt, New York Times, 08/16/02

USMANI, Afghanistan—From his military base
perched high in the dusty brown mountains of eastern
Afghanistan, a leading U.S. ally in the hunt for al-Qaida
is threatening rebellion against the Washington-backed
government of President Hamid Karzai.
Pashtun tribal leader Padcha Khan Zadran says
he has many grievances against Karzai, but the
biggest is Karzai’s refusal to put him in charge of the
three provinces of southeastern Afghanistan.
“I was the commander of southeastern Afghanistan
but then Karzai appointed someone else,” Zadran says,
as he reclines beneath the shade of a large tree,
surrounded by his armed guards. “This makes him the
biggest criminal in all Afghanistan.”
Zadran is threatening to wage war in order to win
back the power he feels is his due because he helped
drive the Taliban out of the area. In recent days, his
supporters have blocked the main road between the
eastern Afghan cities of Gardez and Khost. …
In Kabul, Karzai’s government is losing patience. In a
statement read Monday on national television, the
government issued a warning to Zadran to accept the
authority of government officials or face the consequences.
It called Zadran and his men a “group of bandits” and
warned that Karzai might be “forced to take any actions
deemed necessary to keep the peace and stability.”
But Zadran remains defiant.
“Karzai can’t fight me,” he said. “He has no
army, no supporters.”
Zadran has emerged as one of the most

WASHINGTON—Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld
expressed frustration Thursday at the slow pace of building
viable government institutions in Afghanistan, largely
blaming other nations for a lag in international donations.
Although foreign governments have pledged
more than $4.5 billion in aid over five years to rebuild
the country, little of the money has arrived and much
of it has strings attached that stop the money from
being spent on Afghan security forces, he said.
“The money has not been coming in as fast as it
needs to come in,” Rumsfeld said.
So far, he said, only a third of the money pledged for
this year during a meeting in Tokyo in January has been
delivered. And many of those donations are spread out
over several years; many involve delivery of goods and
services, rather than badly needed cash.
The United States pledged $297 million for the
current year but has actually contributed $450 million
for humanitarian and reconstruction assistance, the
State Department said.
Rumsfeld’s comments were noteworthy because
numerous allies as well as the Afghans themselves have
been urging the U.S. to take on a greater role in providing
security around Afghanistan, something the Bush
administration opposes. His remarks turned the
argument back on some of those countries which, he
said, had failed to fulfill their own obligations.
“The problem, in my view, in Afghanistan is not

AFGHAN WARLORD THREATENS GOVERNMENT
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problematic of the many regional warlords whose
ambitions and ancient rivalries present the biggest
challenge to Karzai’s administration as it struggles to
consolidate Afghanistan’s fragile peace.
What sets Zadran apart from other disgruntled
warlords, however, is that he has, at least until recently,
enjoyed a close relationship with the U.S. military as one of
its leading allies in the hunt for al-Qaida. The 600 Afghan
fighters working alongside American soldiers based in the
eastern town of Khost are Zadran’s men, commanded by
his younger brother, Kamal Khan Zadran.
Kamal Khan has refused to vacate the governor’s
mansion in Khost to make way for Karzai’s appointee, and
last week he was fired by the government, further
complicating the hunt for al-Qaida in the area.
The older Zadran insists his opposition to Karzai
does not threaten his ties with the U.S.
“Just because I am against Karzai doesn’t mean
I am against the Americans,” he said. “It is true
America supports Karzai, but in the long term that
will create a problem for them.”
But the complication underscores the difficulties
facing U.S. forces tracking remnants of al-Qaida in a
region plagued by long-standing tribal rivalries.
Afghan government officials describe the U.S.
decision to link up with Zadran last fall as one of its
biggest mistakes in the war in Afghanistan.
“All Pashtun tribesmen are ashamed of him, and they
can’t understand why America did this,” Dalili said.
Zadran, an illiterate former truck driver who
achieved warlord status while fighting the Soviet
occupation, claims that 90 percent of those in the
area back him. Those who do not “are friends . . . of
al-Qaida and the Taliban,” he says.
But in Gardez, it is impossible to find anyone who
admits to backing Zadran. Locals say they remember his
reign of terror over their city during the mujahedeen
government that took over from the communists in 1992, and
say they will never accept him back. …
But tribal elders in the area refused to accept Zadran’s
authority, citing his past behavior. Shortly after the Taliban
fell, several elders recall, Zadran visited them and
warned he would use his influence with U.S. forces to
call in air strikes against them unless they agreed to
accept his sovereignty in the area. Some claim he has
deliberately misled U.S. forces into attacking his tribal
rivals by accusing them of helping al-Qaida, a charge
Zadran denies. In January, Zadran’s forces attacked the
city of Gardez, killing around 50 people, in a failed attempt
to seize the governorship there. In March, his forces were
back in action, fighting alongside U.S. troops in Operation
Anaconda in the Shah-e-Kot Valley near Gardez.
Zadran still maintains contact with U.S. forces, though
the relationship has clearly been strained in recent months.
“I would neither describe it as close nor distant,”
he said. “It is a relationship.”
The last time he met with U.S. forces was two
weeks ago, he said.
“I warned them to stay out of Afghanistan’s internal
affairs,” he said. “I told them not to interfere in tribal
matters and to concentrate only on the hunt for al-Qaida.”
U.S. officials refuse to comment on their relationships
with Afghan figures, although in private conversations
military officials have acknowledged that their alliance with
Zadran was a mistake. Military experts doubt he can pose
a serious threat to the Karzai regime. …
But his forces control the main highway between
Khost and Gardez, a major trading route linking the
region to Pakistan, and his mountain base would be
difficult to attack.
Zadran says he does not aspire to overthrow Karzai in
Kabul, only to replace the officials Karzai has appointed in
the southeast. “The result will be that Karzai will be in

Kabul and I will have my own government here,” he says.
[JR: Zadran poses as a conundrum not only for the U.S. but
also for Karzai who is trying to keep things together in
Kabul. Zadran is a warlord who has elevated himself to be
ruler in the southeast and controller of the trade routes in
that region. He has the confidence and the arrogance to
defy anyone who would dare prove otherwise. The U.S.
military’s job is to secure the area for future oil
development so we may have to stroke Zadrans’ imagined,
“invincible warrior image” with bribes or weapons, and if
that fails we may have to arrange for him to become a
casualty in one of our misdirected air strikes.]
MUGABE INSISTS ‘DEADLINE STANDS’
Tribune, 08/13/02
BULAWAYO, Zimbabwe—President Robert Mugabe
insisted Monday that “the deadline stands” for 2,900 of the
country’s embattled White farmers to leave their land, and
that the transfer of their property for Black resettlement
would be completed by the end of August.
“We set ourselves an August deadline for the
redistribution of land and that deadline stands,” Mugabe
told supporters Monday in a nationally televised speech.
About 60 percent of the targeted farmers, whose
property is earmarked for takeover without compensation,
have so far refused to leave their land. They had hoped
that Zimbabwe’s government, faced with a severe food
shortage that threatens half of the nation’s 12 million
people, might back down on the planned seizures.
But Mugabe insisted Monday that he wants new Black
farmers on the land by October, when the annual rains
traditionally begin and the spring planting season arrives.
“We, the principled people of Zimbabwe, we, the
true owners of this land, shall not budge,” he said.
“We shall not be deterred on this one vital issue, the
land. The land is ours.”
Government-backed youth militias moved into place
around some targeted White farms last Thursday night, as
the government’s deadline for the farmers to forfeit their
land passed, but Mugabe’s government so far has not
moved to forcibly seize the properties.
The farmers’ refusal to leave appeared to surprise the
government, and ruling party workers in Bulawayo
suggested Monday that the government might give the
White landowners a grace period of a few days to comply
before moving in to evict at least some of them.
Joseph Made, the minister of lands, agriculture and
rural resettlement, told the government-allied Chronicle
newspaper that his department would begin on Monday
sending officers out to targeted farms across the
country to check compliance with the deadline.
“We have deployed the officers to check on the
farmers. Commercial farmers who choose to remain
on the farms should know that the government would
not hesitate to apply the law,” he warned.
Neither he nor Mugabe gave any indication of
when forced evictions might start.
“The laws are very clear and if the commercial
farmers think that it is a joke, they would have
themselves to blame because they were given enough
time to wind up their activities,” Made said.
Mugabe also said that he would still be willing to
do business with White farmers who cooperate with
his government.
“All genuine and well-meaning White farmers
who wish to pursue a farming career as loyal citizens
of this country will have land to do so,” he said.
Justice for Agriculture, a newly formed splinter
group of the White-dominated Commercial Farmers
Union, has in recent days urged its members to
thoroughly document the buildings, animals, equipment
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and other valuables on their targeted farms, in hopes of
eventually launching a class-action lawsuit if the government
goes ahead with seizures without compensation.
The organization, in a statement Monday, said farmers
consider the order to vacate their property illegal and intend
to continue fighting it in court. The group also criticized
the government for failing to hand over land titles to Black
settlers given plots on the seized land.
Government officials, while insisting White land is
needed to resettle landless Black farmers and to correct
colonial-era land injustices, have themselves seized many of
the best farms for their personal use, and the government
holds title to all the seized land so far.
“It is regrettable that the opportunity to restore
the rule of law and establish proper planning and
sustainability to the inevitable process of land reform
has not yet been addressed and this is endangering
the lives and livelihood of millions of Zimbabweans,”
the farmers group warned in its statement.
Since government-supported settler invasions of
White farms began in February 2000, more than 1,000
of Zimbabwe’s approximately 4,500 White farmers
have abandoned their properties. Production has
plunged at most of the remaining farms because
settlers and the government have forbidden the
owners from working their fields.
Attacks by liberation-era war veterans and youth
militias on targeted White farms have claimed the lives of
dozens of farmworkers and 11 White farmers. The
country’s remaining White farmers still hold title to
somewhat under a third of the best farmland in the country,
though many have offered to give up large shares of the
property to meet government demand for resettlement land.
Made insisted in the interview published Monday that
“most of these farmers used to have a number of farms and
what we have done is to acquire some of the farms and
they have been left with one.”
But farmers interviewed throughout the country said
they had for the most part already given up their secondary
farms, and that the current seizure orders targeted their
home farms, leaving them with no other land or property.
[JR: The UN has stated that the threat of famine in
Zimbabwe is due to drought conditions, as well as
the stand-off between the government and the White
farm owners. The Mugabe autocratic form of
government has created economic chaos and has
increased the occurrences of political violence. The
events in Zimbabwe are similar to the events that
took place in Kenya in the ’50s, when Jomo Kenyatta
lead the Kikuyu tribe in what was called the Mau
Mau rebellion against European settlers. Mugabe is,
for now, using political coercion to confiscate the
lands held by White farmers. When the deadline of
the ultimatum passes, let us hope that the bloody
history of Kenya doesn’t repeat itself in Zimbabwe.]
BORDER FINGERPRINTING SET TO BEGIN SEPT. 11
Daily News, 08/13/02
WASHINGTON (AP)—The Justice Department
has chosen Sept. 11 as the starting date for a new
program that will require tens of thousands of foreign
visitors to be fingerprinted and photographed at the
border, U.S. officials announced Monday.
The security program, developed by the
Immigration and Naturalization Service, will begin at
several unnamed ports of entry and will mostly affect
people from Muslim and Middle Eastern countries.
After a 20-day testing period, all remaining ports of
entry will implement the new system on Oct. 1, 2002.
Atty. Gen. John Ashcroft said the program will correct
some of the problems that led to the Sept. 11 attacks.
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“The vulnerabilities of our immigration system
became starkly clear on Sept. 11,” Ashcroft said.
“This system will expand substantially America’s
scrutiny of those foreign visitors who may present an
elevated national security risk.”
Under the new program, the fingerprints of many
foreign visitors will be matched against a database of
known criminals and a database of known terrorists.
The government says the security system will target:
- All nationals of Iran, Iraq, Libya, Sudan and Syria.
- Non-immigrant visitors whom the State
Department determines present an elevated national
security risk, based on criteria reflecting intelligence.
- Visitors identified by INS inspectors at the port
of entry, using similar criteria.
Some immigration advocates say the program is
treating visitors unfairly.
“This is a fancy way of racial profiling,” said Carl
Baron, an immigration attorney and researcher at the
University of Texas. “Just on the basis of where a
person is from the government is going to subject them
to these measures. You’re going to see fewer Middle
Easterners willing to come to the United States, and I
wonder whether that isn’t the real agenda.”
INS spokesman Bill Strassberger said the
criticism was unfounded.
“The real agenda is to improve security in the United
States and improve the knowledge of who is coming and
what their business is here,” Strassberger said. “The
terrorists were able to exploit what they perceived as
weaknesses. We can make sure that won’t happen again.”
[JR: Why not offend and profile every one entering
the U.S. from the Middle East including ISRAEL!
Israelis who profess an avid support for the Zionist
agenda are just as much of a threat to the U.S. as
any other self-proclaimed fanatic with a political
cause. We have more Zionists holding high
government level positions than Muslims. They
make the laws that hide themselves from us.]
AGENTS LEAVING BORDER PATROL IN DROVES,
UNION SAYS
By Diane Smith, Fort Worth Star-Telegram, 07/30/02

Low pay, low morale and confusion over who will
ultimately be the boss of the U.S. Border Patrol have
prompted hundreds of agents to quit.
Many other agents are pondering career changes
if these issues continue to plague the agency, union
leaders say.
“In the southern border, we are trying to hang on to
the people we have,” said T.J. Bonner, president of the
National Border Patrol Council. The union represents some
9,000 U.S. Border Patrol agents and employees.
Hiring and retaining new agents has been difficult in
recent months. Many experienced agents have left for
better-paying jobs with other government agencies.
The Transportation Security Administration, which is
hiring air marshals and airport security workers, has
lured hundreds of agents.
“One out of every four or five people are walking
out the door,” Bonner said.
The air marshal program offers Border Patrol
agents an immediate raise of $20,000 a year, said
Joseph Dassaro, president for the Border Patrol
agents union in San Diego, Calif.
Dassaro said this is a huge issue in the San Diego
region, where 195 agents have left in six months.
…The job announcement on the Office of Personnel
Management’s Web site lists starting salaries for Border
Patrol agents as $30,466 to $37,043.

Another reason so many agents are leaving is
what Dassaro calls a “mission identity crisis”.
Agents are getting incredibly different messages from
Congress, the agency, the media and the public.
This creates “havoc in management in the INS and
Border Patrol service,” he said.
The INS needs to hire 10,000 people by the end
of September to fill its vacant budgeted positions.
This includes inspectors, investigators, Border Patrol
agents, special agents and support personnel. The
INS said it is recruiting vigorously. …
Xavier Rios, supervisory Border Patrol agent in the
McAllen sector, said a full-time recruiting officer is working
to attract new agents on college campuses and at job fairs.
“There are a lot of applications being submitted,” he said.
But agents, INS officials and immigration watch groups
said filling jobs is not a simple task. Recruits must undergo
rigorous training and testing before they are given posts.
“One of the things they need is a big raise,” said
Steven Camarota, director of research with the Center for
Immigration Studies in Washington, D.C.
Some monetary relief for agents may be available
soon. Congress recently passed—and President Bush
is expected sign—a supplemental spending bill that
will fund some pay upgrades, effective Aug. 11.
But Bonner said the job has lost its allure for
many agents, who believe they are no longer law
enforcement officials, but rather simply guards.
Along the southern border, which stretches from
Texas to California, agents can be expected to stay in
one spot for eight to 10 hours a day. Bonner said many
don’t find their work as challenging and fulfilling as the
prospect of fighting terrorism as an air marshal.
Another source of concern has been the homeland
security package moving through Congress, Bonner said.
The legislation would move the U.S. Border Patrol to
the Homeland Security Department and remove some of the
protections currently given to civil service employees.
Bonner predicted that within the first year of
creation of the Homeland Security Department, the
government will easily lose half the people in the
Border Patrol—to other jobs or to retirement.
“You might as well call it the Department of
Insecurity,” he said.
[JR: If the 10,000 Border Patrol openings cannot be filled
in the short time that is left the most logical temporary
solution would be the use of our military. Our hastily
formed Homeland Security bureaucracy is still a work in
progress. In the meantime our borders are left unsecured
and open to any illegal Mexicans or anyone else with a
“foreign agenda”.]
MEXICO PLANS AGENCY TO AID EXPATRIATES
By Richard Boudreaux, Los Angeles Times, 08/07/02
MEXICO CITY—President Vicente Fox, answering
criticism that he had tuned out the voices of Mexican
immigrants in the United States, announced the creation
of a Cabinet-level agency Tuesday to lobby for the
interests of Mexico’s 22 million citizens abroad.
Fox told 400 Mexican-American leaders that he will
head the new National Council of Mexican Communities
Abroad and soon appoint a Mexican living outside the
country to coordinate its advocacy and assistance
programs. The council will take advice from a panel of
other Mexican expatriates, he said.
“The government… will approach our compatriots
with a fraternal, agile hand,” Fox said at a decreesigning ceremony. “I can assure all Mexican migrants
that we will not fail you!”
Mexicans abroad heard a similar pledge when Fox
took office in December 2000, setting up a
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presidential office to look after their needs.
Its director, Juan Hernandez, shuttled between
Mexico and the United States, lobbying to improve
undocumented immigrants’ access to education and
health care in America and to make it easier and
cheaper for them to wire money back home.
But last month, Fox abolished the office without
comment after Hernandez lost a power struggle with
Jorge Castaneda, the foreign minister. Castaneda and
other Cabinet officials had complained that the
Texas-born literature professor announced new
programs without consulting the agencies charged
with carrying them out.
Mexican-American groups reacted with
unexpected fervor, criticizing Fox for dumping a
popular advocate without consulting them.
“Have we ceased to count?” asked leaders of two
dozen such organizations in a letter announcing a
boycott of Tuesday’s ceremony. They said they
feared the new council, supplanting Hernandez’s
office, would be less responsive.
In his speech, Fox struck a defensive yet reassuring
tone. Mexico’s 18 million immigrants in the United
States send home an estimated $9 billion a year to
Mexico, the country’s third-largest source of income.
“Far from distancing ourselves from these concerns that
we have had since the presidential campaign, today we are
confirming them,” Fox said. He applauded Hernandez’s
work but said it was time for a more coordinated effort
involving seven government ministries.
Mexican officials said Fox felt rushed to answer his
critics before starting to consult them over which groups
will sit on the new council’s advisory panel.
Hernandez, who has not commented on his ouster,
apparently will play no role in the new setup. On Monday,
he was offered the position of coordinator of presidential
records, with the task of setting up an Internet site and
writing monthly reports on Fox’s achievements.
Fox promised to give “primordial importance” to
the ideas of Mexicans abroad, “leaving behind the
idea” that government policies toward expatriate
citizens “are dictated unilaterally from Mexico”.
The reaction was mixed.
“This is very strange,” said Jose Jacques
Medina, coordinator of the Comite Pro-Union, a
Mexican-American group based in Maywood, Calif.
“We don’t know how the Mexican-American
communities will fit in, how much funding this council
will get or where the money will come from.”
The Council of Presidents of Mexican
Federations in Los Angeles and the Washingtonbased League of United Latin American Citizens gave
the new council tentative support.
[JR: Mexican nationals have become a very rich source
for tax revenues by the Mexican government at the rate
of $9B per year. President Fox is going to do
everything in his power to protect that lucrative source
of income with the formation of the National Council for
Mexican Communities. It is a growing trend in other
countries and has the support of the One World
Government planners. Illinois is far from the Mexican
boarder yet the INS here is setting up temporary
agencies to help ease the crush of Mexicans filing for
applications to open bank accounts. They don’t have to
show any proof as to whether they are here legally or
not. With 18 million of his people here and still
counting, Fox is going to be in charge of a very large
coop of his expatriate chickens. A lot of these
compatriots groups are going to grow and become a
powerful political force and influence on the state level
and beyond. Look at their advancement in California
and in parts of the Southwest and how their presence
influences local issues and elections.]
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MEXICAN LEADER FOX GAINS RESPECT AT HOME
FOR SNUBBING BUSH

VENEZUELA COURT RULING ON COUP
SPARKS PROTEST

By Traci Carl, Daily News, 08/16/02

By Alexandra Olson, Daily News, 08/16/02

MEXICO CITY (AP)—Under pressure from critics
who say his close friendship with President Bush has
not paid off, President Vicente Fox’s cancellation of
his Texas visit has cooled relations with Washington
but enhanced his power at home.
Fox has struggled with a hostile Mexican
Congress that has blocked his proposals or modified
them beyond recognition. In one case, lawmakers
prevented him from traveling to the United States,
arguing that he needed to focus more on Mexico.
Late Wednesday, hours after Texas ignored his pleas
and put a Mexican-American drug smuggler to death for
killing a Dallas police officer, Fox canceled his Aug. 26-28
trip to four Texas cities and Bush’s ranch near Crawford,
where he had planned to push for an immigration accord.
Some note Bush has shifted the focus of U.S.
foreign policy from immigration reform to fighting
terrorism after the Sept. 11 attacks. Others argue that
Fox’s cozy ties with the U.S. president have
accomplished little south of the border.
“It seems there is much giving, and we get
nothing but smiles in return,” said Mexican lawmaker
Eddie Varon, a member of the formerly ruling
Institutional Revolutionary Party. “Things are going
to be taken seriously now.”…
Mexico, which has no death penalty, had argued
that Javier Suarez Medina was a Mexican citizen who
was denied his right to legal help from the Mexican
consulate. Texas authorities said it was not clear
whether Suarez, who spent most of his life in the
United States, was born in Mexico.
White House spokesman Jimmy Orr said Bush, a
former Texas governor, “respects President Fox, and
the two have an excellent professional relationship
and a strong friendship.” He had no comment about
Fox’s decision or a rescheduling of the meeting.
Alicia Buenrostro, spokeswoman for the Mexican
leader, said Thursday that the two presidents have
“excellent communication” and that “Bush
understands the situation perfectly.” She also had no
date for their next meeting.
Many analysts said there was no question that the
cancellation hurt the relationship with Bush.
George Grayson, a Mexico expert at the College of
William & Mary in Williamsburg, Va., compared it to
“shooting yourself in the foot with a machine gun.”
But the decision apparently boosted Fox’s
position at home, where critics say he spends too
much time cozying up to the United States and too
little working on domestic policy or pushing major
reforms after 71 years of single-party rule.
Varon, the congressman, said the move would help Fox
in his troubled relationship with Mexican lawmakers.
[JR: The execution of a drug dealer, whose status as a
Mexican national remains questionable, seems to be an
insufficient reason for Pres. Fox to cancel his scheduled
meeting with Pres. Bush. Either Fox has too many
troubles at home or Bush has more than he can juggle at
his ranchero in Texas. Just what has Mexico given us
taxpayers that we haven’t paid dearly for in our taxes, our
loss of jobs, our open borders, as well as the special
allowances that are given to the Mexicans who settle here?
Is the resentment coming from those who agreed to
the $40 billion bailout that handed over to the U.S./
IMF, all of Mexico’s major assets including the
Pemex Oil company? I’m sure that they are the ones
who remember vividly the smiles on the faces of those
who came from south of the border and stole it all.]

CARACAS, Venezuela (AP)—Angered by a Supreme
Court decision exonerating four military officers accused of
leading an April coup, backers of President Hugo Chavez
protested in the streets Thursday and looked for ways to
force the justices to resign.
Dozens of Chavez supporters protested near the
presidential palace, though the gathering was smaller
and calmer than one the day before, when troops drove
away protesters trying to storm the Supreme Court.
Four people were injured in the protests Wednesday.
Lawmakers with Chavez’s Fifth Republic Movement
Party vowed Thursday to unearth evidence of bribery
and other wrongdoing that they said compelled a onceloyal court to turn against the president.
“It’s a political decision that caters to the interests
of coup leaders in Venezuela,” charged Deputy Nicolas
Maduro. He and other legislators said the ruling could
inspire another coup against Chavez.
More is at stake: The court’s agenda includes
complaints accusing Chavez of misappropriating $2
billion in government funds, illegally accepting $2
million in campaign contributions and a “crimes
against humanity” complaint that places on Chavez
responsibility for slayings during the coup.
Chavez denies any wrongdoing. He had no
immediate comment on the ruling, though his vice
president and interior minister urged Venezuelans to
accept it as part of democracy.
The court on Wednesday dismissed rebellion
charges against army Gen. Efrain Vasquez, navy Rear
Adm. Hector Ramirez Perez and Vice Adm. Daniel
Comisso Urdaneta, and air force Gen. Pedro Pereira.
By an 11-8 vote, justices ruled there was no
evidence the defendants forced Chavez from office
April 12-14. The court said the four disobeyed a
Chavez order to deploy troops against an April 11
opposition protest.
Obeying the order “would have led to a
massacre,” the ruling said. “The only possible
conclusion is that the events were serious enough to
justify the defendants’ conduct.”
Eighteen people were killed April 11, and dozens
more died in rioting before loyalist troops restored
Chavez to power.
Ruling-party activists argued Friday that the
court’s reasoning denies the existence of a coup
condemned by governments worldwide and could
encourage another attempt against Chavez, whose
term ends in 2007.
Some business and labor sectors reportedly are
considering calling a general strike sometime this fall.
[JR: The Venezuelan Supreme Court’s decision will
encourage another coup to force Chavez out of office.
He is not a popular leader in the Elite circles of
power as he is not a team player for their plans.
Expect that the opposition is reading plans to stage
anti-government demonstrations that will ignite civil
unrest, and force Chavez to react. This is how
Henry Kissinger’s Andes Plan works. The U.S. has
used this plan successfully for the past 50 years as
it keeps the Latin American countries in turmoil…
especially those governments we don’t like or
approve of. The U.S. will wait it out and when the
timing is right we’ll move in and set up the
government we want. Whatever trumped-up charges
of corruption, or crimes against humanity they
accuse Chavez of doing, the same could be said of
Pres. Bush and all world leaders today.]
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GRAHAM’S SON CHIDES MUSLIMS ON 9/11
Tribune, 08/15/02

CHARLOTTE, North Carolina—The son of
evangelist Billy Graham said Muslim leaders have not
done enough to show their sorrow over the Sept. 11
attacks, and he challenged them to help rebuild New
York City or compensate the victims’ families.
“I’m certainly not preaching against Muslim
people,” Franklin Graham said Wednesday on WBT-AM
radio. “I am concerned about our nation, and on Sept.
11 last year, we were attacked by followers of Islam,
claiming to do this in the name of Islam. The silence of
the clerics around the world is frightening to me.”
Masood Khan, chairman of the Charlotte Islamic School
board, said local Muslims were outraged by the statements
from Franklin Graham, his 83-year-old father’s chosen
successor to lead the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association.
“What surprised us is that he’s a leader of such
stature. But instead of respecting other faiths, he’s
spreading hate,” Khan said.
[JR: This is only the beginning of the many tirades that
will be directed against the Muslim and Arab people by
evangelists, politicians, the White House, media analysts,
terrorists experts, “ethnic” lawyers and those beating the
war drums before the anniversary of 911. The worse is
yet to come.]
STUDY: FEDS MISSING WEAPONS, LAPTOPS
By Christopher Newton, Daily News, 08/05/02
WASHINGTON (AP)—Five agencies under Justice
Department jurisdiction, including the FBI and DEA, have
reported 775 missing or stolen weapons and 400 missing
laptop computers, says a report released Monday.
Some of the weapons were used to commit crimes and
the classification level of 218 of the missing laptops is
unknown, said the audit report by the department’s Office
of Inspector General, an internal investigative unit.
The bulk of the missing laptops and weapons
belonged to the FBI and the Immigration and Naturalization
Service.
The report noted that “it is possible that the missing
laptop computers would have been used to process and
store national security or sensitive law enforcement
information that, if divulged, could harm the public.”
The Justice Department has already revealed to
Congress that 449 weapons and 184 computers were lost or
stolen.
In the inspector general’s audit, the INS and the FBI
reported losses of 539 and 212 weapons, respectively. The
FBI reported an additional 211 missing weapons outside the
time frame of the audit.
None of the other three Justice Department
components—the Drug Enforcement Administration, the
Bureau of Prisons and the U.S. Marshals Service reported
more than 16 missing weapons.
The BOP, DEA, and USMS audits cover weapons
and laptop computers that were reported lost,
missing, or stolen between October 1999 and August
2001. The FBI audit covers weapons and laptop
computers that were reported lost, missing, or stolen
between October 1999 and January 2002.
With respect to laptop computers, the DEA could
not provide the number of losses, due to unreliable
data. The FBI reported 317 of its more than 15,000
laptop computers as missing while the USMS
reported 56 of its 1,450 laptops as missing.
Some of the weapons were believed to have been
used in crimes.
According to the report, local police recovered from
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the pocket of a murder victim a handgun stolen from an
FBI agent’s residence in New Orleans. Police in Atlanta
recovered a stolen DEA weapon during a narcotics
search at a suspect’s residence; and police in
Philadelphia and Tampa recovered INS weapons that
were used to commit armed robberies.
[JR: Is there ANYTHING this government can keep track
of? They can’t track computers, weapons, ILLEGAL
Immigrants, foreign students, et al. … But they sure can
track LEGAL AMERICAN CITIZENS and everything they
say or do. Do you think this is ‘intentional’?]
IS NEW SONAR DRIVING WHALES ASHORE?
By Jim Trautman, Toronto Star, 08/05/02
On July 16, the U.S. Navy was granted a permit to
deploy its frequency active sonar known as SURTASS LFA.
The low-frequency Surveillance Towed Array Sensor
System is a product of the Cold War. Its development to
detect enemy submarines cost some $300 million.
Last week, there were three beachings of pilot
whales on Cape Cod, Mass., the largest beaching in
that area in the past 20 years. Is there a connection
to the July 16 approval and the events of July 27?
According to a spokesperson for Coastal Watch,
involved in the three rescue attempts of the pilot whales,
there is no link. The U.S. navy is only operating the system
in the Pacific area at present. [Or so we are told.] But,
what is known is that in March 2000, near the Bahamas, at
least four different species of whales and dolphins beached
themselves shortly after a navy SURTASS LFA test.
The surveillance sensor system is capable of
transmitting signals as powerful as 215 decibels.
Marine scientists believe whales are affected by
sounds louder than 110 decibels. At 180 decibels, a
whale’s eardrums can explode.
Whales are not the only ones who will be
affected by this new military system; dolphins and
other higher functioning mammals of the world’s
oceans are equally at risk.
The Navy’s strategic plan is to cover 80 per cent of the
world’s oceans with the new active sonar system.
The system functions like a floodlight, scanning the
ocean for vast distances and areas with intense sound.
Each transmitter can generate 215 decibels of sound.
Scientists say this sound level is not only unsafe for
whales and dolphins, but can also kill human divers in its
path. The Navy’s own testing has indicated that when the
signals expand, the sound range can reach 240 decibels. To
place the system in context, a decibel scale is much like the
Richter scale for earthquakes: each employs small
differences to increasing orders of magnitude.
In a test in 1991, a loud, low frequency signal sent from
an island in the Indian Ocean was detected on the West
Coast of the United States.
In late January 2001, the Navy released its own
environmental impact report in which it admitted to
exposing a 32-year-old Navy diver to 12 minutes of
the LFA system, at 160 decibels. After 12 minutes,
the diver experienced dizziness and drowsiness.
He was hospitalized, but continued to suffer memory
problems and seizures. He improved only after being
treated with antidepressants and seizure medications.
Whales and other mammals employ their sensitive
hearing to follow migration routes, locate one another
and keep track of their calves. Noise that can
destroy their eardrums will kill whales.
Since whales travel in families, this could lead to
more beachings in the future.
Dolphins will be impacted in the same manner.
Even if the whales are not killed, it will play havoc
with their migration patterns.

The SURTASS LFA was kept secret until 1995.
The Bush administration defends its use on the
grounds of national security, arguing that new submarines
are becoming quieter and more difficult to detect.
The Navy contends that safeguards will be in place
to ensure that no harm comes to marine life. The Navy
will be required to employ special measures, such as
scanning for any marine mammals in the area and
shutting the system down if animals are found. No
mention is made of human divers.
But the Navy has been granted a five-year
exemption from the Marine Mammal Protection Act.
Under the act, the Navy and the personnel responsible
could be charged over the death of a whale or other
marine mammals. A “free pass” has now been granted.
Or as Michael Jasny of the Natural Resources Defense
Council explains, “The Bush administration has issued a
blank check for the global use of the system.”
[JR: Environmental groups, led by the Natural
Resources Defense Council, filed suit on 8/7/02
against the Navy and the National Marine Fisheries
Service in U.S. District Court in San Francisco to
block the Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System
Low Frequency Active sonar. The suit rightfully
alleges the SURTASS LFA’s intense underwater
sounds can severely damage whales and dolphins. It
seems this administration has placed all its actions
under the National Security umbrella so they have
cart blanch exemption of both National and
International law while a fourth-generation farmer
can lose his farm should he inadvertently damage the
environment of an endangered field mouse. It is
unconscionable to me that they can flagrantly violate
even the laws of Nature with complete indifference and
still not held accountable in the eyes of the world.]
THE END OF THE BUSH CABAL?
MORE CONSOLIDATION OF MONEY AND POWER
By Al Martin,
http://www.almartinraw.com/column67.html, 08/14/02
Donald Rumsfeld has announced that he wants to
suppress the special report on Saudi Arabia initiated and
paid for by the Department of Defense. It has always been
a guideline of Republican Administrations, starting with
Richard Nixon, to suppress the truth about Saudi Arabia.
This new study actually states that Saudi Arabia is the
“kernel of evil”, that the Saudi government has supported
terrorism at all levels since the 1970s, and that the United
States has been aware of this but because of a mutually
beneficial relationship has refused to do anything about it.
This new study states that Saudi Arabia funds most of the
terrorist groups in the Middle East and as the Middle
East’s major oil producer, it has a vested interest in
maintaining perpetual tension in the Middle East.
Rumsfeld pointed out that if suddenly there were
peace (if American peace initiatives were successful) it
would knock $10 off the price of a barrel of oil.
You would take out the “uncertainty premium” out of
a barrel of oil and Saudi Arabia certainly doesn’t want that,
considering that the Saudi Royal family has misspent or
misappropriated a great deal of Saudi oil revenues over the
years. That’s why Saudi Arabia currently finds itself in a
deficit position—because the Saudi government has so
corrupted governmental processes regarding oil revenues.
In fact, Republican administrations have a collateral
interest in seeing that the price of oil remains high
because so much of Republican money comes from
domestic oil companies because they need a price of $20
per barrel of crude or better to make a profit. They
don’t want to see the price of crude sink to $17 a barrel
because it would choke off Republican money.
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I was actually surprised about Rumsfeld’s
admission of the truth, when he pointed to the report
and said that the Saudi regime has taken advantage
of the American taxpayers. We have militarily supported
Saudi Arabia. We have extended our defense shield to
Saudi Arabia. At the same time, Saudi Arabia continues
to finance terrorism. Rumsfeld’s statement in effect
makes it open season on the Saudis.
The study points out the entire concept of the 1973
Nixon-Kissinger accord with the Saudis, which encouraged
them and other Middle East oil producers including Iraq to
sextuple the price of a barrel of oil under the idea of petrodollar recycling. That was the concept that Iran, Iraq and
Saudi Arabia would recycle their petro-dollars by
purchasing high-technology weapons systems through
U.S. defense contractors in order to become First World
nations in terms of their military capability.
They were also ever mindful that defense
contractors’ profits are the most lucrative source of
revenue for the Republican Party, oil and gas being
the second most lucrative source.
Therefore the Nixon-Kissinger policy had a twofold agenda—to jack up the price of oil and to
recycle those petro-dollars into enormous defense
spending, purchase orders coming from Saudi Arabia,
Iran and Iraq to U.S. defense contractors, which in
turn would enrich the Republican Party.
Does this mean that Rumsfeld is publicly abandoning
this policy? I think it does because Rumsfeld was actually
critical of the policy. If the current U.S. policy toward
Saudi Arabia, that is, to protect and coddle and lie for
Saudi Arabia, is no longer continued, then what is likely
to happen is that U.S. peace initiatives may actually
have a chance in the region. If that happens, we may
be able to finally instill some stability in the region,
in which case the price of oil is going to fall.
On a global level, this policy would increase political
volatility and military instability within the Middle East
region (that is what the Nixon-Kissinger policy called for)
as well as the purposeful increase of tensions in the region
in order to enrich the Republican Party in the United States.
His speech indicates that Rumsfeld is actually splitting
from the Bush Cabal. Perhaps Rumsfeld finally understands
that the days of the all-powerful Bush Cabal are coming to
an end—and that, in fact, he is hedging his political bets.
Both Rumsfeld and Colin Powell act as if they want to
remain on the outside of it, shall we say.
We are seeing this again and again, and we see this
counterweight growing. I believe that there is an increasing
feeling in Washington that the days of the Nixon-KissingerSchlesinger-Bush Cabal is coming to an end.
It would, of course be more encouraging if there were
rumblings in the top levels of the military that an invasion
of Iraq is a bad idea. Our Department of Defense isn’t
saying that yet, but all of our allies, like Great Britain,
Germany, France, and Netherlands immediately expressed
their opposition, when the Bush Regime insisted that our
allies were with us on this issue. Even Tony Blair stated
that it’s time for the Bush Administration to stop lying—
for the sake of domestic American political consumption.
The lying of the Bush Administration has become
transparent to everyone around the world. It is only in the
United States that we, the people of the United States, the
great naïve, flag-waving sado-masochists that haven’t
caught on yet. Despite the fact that the value of our IRA
and 401(k) accounts has diminished by 50%.
All of the rest of the world has figured out what
George Bush is doing, but for some reason we in the United
States don’t seem to be able to figure it out.
Our response to hard times and difficult situations
(unlike the rest of the world) is to take more Prozac.
The rest of the world faces reality, but the American
concept of facing reality is to take more Prozac.
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For Rumsfeld to announce that he wanted to
suppress a study that the DoD itself funded—it is
astounding that he said something like that.
For Treasury Secretary O’Neill to have said that
Uruguay was close to economic collapse (he said this after
he had gotten a White House spanking for saying
Argentina was close to collapse)—it’s surprising they
haven’t gotten rid of him. He’s becoming a problem
because he keeps telling the people the truth.
It’s interesting that they haven’t gotten ridden of
O’Neill. What it tells you is that the administration is
becoming increasingly nervous about too many people
within the various agencies of the administration telling the
truth. It used to be under the Bush Cabal that anybody
telling the truth would be immediately gotten rid of, but
that’s not happening now. The Bush Administration is
afraid that if they do start getting rid of people who tell the
truth, there will be too many questions raised. They’re
gradually losing control over Pro-Gov-Net Media (Pro
Government Network Media) and they understand that this
will be the last term of a Bush Administration.
Why do you think they’re trying to accelerate their
tax-cut policies for the rich. The tax cuts for the rich
which were not supposed to go into effect until 2004—
George Bush said we’re going to try to bring those
forward in order to “provide some economic stimulus”.
That’s a lie because tax cuts for the rich provide almost
no economic stimulus—and he knows it.
I think that the Bush Administration believes not
only that it will be one term, but also that the Bush Cabal
is coming to an end. Therefore they are simply trying
to accomplish their agenda. They have made the top
1% control two-thirds of the nation’s private wealth and
their second goal is to turn the United States into a
defacto tax-free nation for the Republican Rich. And I
think that’s where they’re going.
The War on Terrorism is just a constant diversion,
and that’s the way we’re fighting it. All of General
Tommy Franks’ (he’s the commander of allied forces in
Afghanistan) requests for troops in Afghanistan are
denied. The War on Terrorism has become the raw,
naked beast it was always intended to be—a diversion.
The Bush Cabal has given up and all they’re doing is
trying to put in place as much of their agenda as possible.
They are appropriating money with reckless abandon
and complete disregard for the economy—as if they don’t
care any more. Even the Washington Post has noticed,
having published an article called “Spend spend spend”.
Then, when everything falls apart in the United
States, that money from Republican offshore accounts
will be repatriated and the Bush Cabal will simply buy up
all American publicly-traded businesses and industries
for ten cents on the dollar. We see this massive
conversion of Republican scamscateer money into gold,
in anticipation of further declines in the dollar.
People should understand that despite the fact
that the Bush Cabal will be a one-term regime,
nevertheless, they are going to win. Why? Because
they control all of the money.
They are purposely throwing the monkey wrench
into the economy to sabotage everything, so they can
buy everything at ten cents on the dollar. Then they
short the market to create the capital they’re going to
use to buy everything up at ten cents on the dollar.
The reason they can be so certain in their trading policies
of generating fresh cash is because it is the administration
itself, which is wreaking the economic havoc.
It is all a very neat circle, and therefore we reiterate—
there is only one thing you can do for now. Continue to
short market rallies. Convert your profits into gold and into
offshore accounts and remember that the ultimate Bush
Cabal Survival Kit is Spam ™, Prozac ™, and
Krugerrands™. And that remains unchanged.

Meanwhile in Louisiana, Bush was bragging that
the Homeland Security Agency has control over a
hundred other federal state and local agencies and has
become the most powerful agency in the land. He said
we shouldn’t be frightened of this (and I don’t think he
meant it to come out the way it did), he said, “The Office
of Homeland Security cannot be hampered by a thick
book of rules.” I think it came out the wrong way.
Bush also said that now is not the time to worry about
civil liberty issues because we have a war to win against
terrorism. He said that if we were defeated by terrorism their
civil liberties wouldn’t mean anything anyway. He talks
about the “terrorists”, as if they’re the Soviet Army of old.
His audience, a lot of young JC’s and high school student
rabid Republicans with flattop haircuts clapped. You know
the kind with buttons that say, “I support the electric
chair.” You can tell where these kids are coming from.
He said we’ve already captured two thousand
terrorists, then he said there were two thousand more who
weren’t so lucky. They clapped for that, and then these
blond-haired, blue-eyed boys got up and started waving
their hands yelling, “Kill them, kill them, kill them.”
After that I think he tried to tone it down a little.
Bush also said the more authority that we give the
Office of Homeland Security the better job they can do in
protecting our nation. The closer we move to giving the
Office of Homeland Security ABSOLUTE authority the
closer to absolute security we will have. That’s the first
time I’ve heard anybody in the Bush Administration
use the word absolute power and absolute authority.
When Cheney addressed the California Commonwealth
Club, which is essentially a haven of Right Wing
Scamscateers, some students tried to heckle him and tried
to put up some sign. I haven’t seen anything like this.
Usually the police will try to escort them out. But the cops
came in there in force and tackled these kids and pummeled
them. They showed about five seconds then the tape went
blank. Cheney said that those who refuse the Bushonian
policies on security are the “terrorists’ best friend”.
That’s another story they like to weave now.
Cheney said that when it comes to protesters let
this be an example that the government has decided
that protesters will be treated with increasing
severity, that they will no longer “coddle” protesters
no matter how naïve and misguided they may be, that
from now on they will take a very tough approach
with all who would dare disagree with the State.
Cheney could bring back that old Kent State
Gambit, i.e., “Shoot ‘em in the Streets.” But that’s
probably not necessary.
CSPAN showed a National Association of Police Chiefs
spokesman with all these new high-technology, non-lethal
weapons systems. They showed the new high-energy
tasers which aren’t like the older models that use 50,000
volts; these are the new super 250,000-volters. He said it
was enough to take down an elephant. What he said was
that it would actually scramble an elephant’s brain.
They showed other weapons like shooting
beanbags, which explode into nets, which have weights
on the end of them. It’s shot at 200 feet per second and
when it hits you it opens up into a fiber filament net
with lead weights on the end of it. They showed new
stun gas to control people. He was talking about the
companies making these weapons and he mentioned
Oliver North’s company, Guardian Industries.
They’re making a fortune because police chiefs are
getting directives from the Office of Homeland
Security to purchase a lot of new high-technology
non-lethal weapons. A whole new generation of
weapons have been developed which have longer
ranges etc, and he said there will be some casualties
because as you make these weapons more effective,
you come closer to the edge of making them lethal.
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They showed these new Kevlex gray helmets and
body armor and they showed police practicing with
their new Kevlar matted shields, which have in red
analog digitized print, “STATE SECURITY”. You see
a row of these guys coming at you with these gas
guns and projectile guns and high-energy weapons
and it’s really frightening. The Office of Homeland
Security has been telling them that as State control
tightens that at some point there will be civil
disobedience. And they’re preparing for it already.
Then there’s also a commercial that’s been
playing on TV, which shows a college-age kid goes
into a library. There’s an old librarian up front, and
the kid’s got these book request slips in his hand,
and he says to the librarian, “I can’t find these
books anywhere.” She types them into the computer
and says, “Those books are no longer available,
citizen. May I see your national identification card.”
The kid doesn’t understand and he walks out of
the library. She watches him and pushes a button
underneath her desk and just as he’s going out the
door, these two guys in government-issue blue JC
Penney suits with Rayban sunglasses take him by
each arm, and they tell him, “Citizen, we want to talk
to you.” The caption at the end says, “Freedom.
Defend it. Cherish it. Fight for it.” The American
Arts Council sponsors the commercials. It’s a good
sign that they haven’t banned the commercials yet,
but I imagine they’re working on it.
After Bush’s speech they said the Office of
Cyberspace Security would be given the power to ban
commercials, which express any anti-State or civil
libertarian attitudes.
You can tell that somebody at the White House
has been reading this column because when he
signed the trade act, they were showing close-up
shots of George Bush and you can tell that there’s
extra make-up under his cheekbones. The light hits
underneath his cheekbones and you can tell that
there’s an extra layer of make-up to cover-up the
facial discolorations. As we mentioned previously,
when George Bush lies, you can see red splotches
appear on his face. (See “Think Like a Bush: Lie
Coordination Bureau Needed”)
Another inside source has told us that they’re
also giving salt tablets to Bush before he does
interviews so he won’t sweat as much. After all it
just doesn’t look right when he’s up there sweating
with all those splotchy red marks on his face. Of
course, cosmetic treatment won’t help the lying, but
it will prevent the telltale signs.
As we’ve noted before, Jeb Bush sweats at his hairline
when he lies publicly. Now when Jeb Bush speaks on
camera, they put a white rouge base under his hairline.
But they’re just treating the symptoms (not the
disease) of lying.
The IMF under U.S. pressure has agreed to lend
Brazil another $30 billion to keep it afloat. They’re
going to refinance our emergency loan to Argentina
and give them an extra $5 billion. The entire amount
of defaulted debt in Central and South America, the
IMF announced, now exceeds a trillion dollars. Yet
the IMF and the World Bank and individual countries
like the U.S., Germany and Japan have to continually
lend these nations money although they already have
a cumulative trillion dollars of defaulted debt.
They’re not even pretending to roll over the debt.
Even the pretense is gone.
We are in the midst of an enormous worldwide
debt deflation as we have stated before. That’s why
we are not seeing inflation in the United States. The
reason we don’t see it here is because it’s done
against a backdrop of a worldwide debt deflation.
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There has been a shift in Bushonian policy to stop
placing restrictions on IMF loans and to approach IMF
and World Bank lending and direct lending by the
U.S. and other nations simply as direct band-aid
measures to keep these countries afloat as long as
possible prior to a worldwide economic collapse.
What we should do is just act to stabilize and
gradualize the worldwide economic decline and as
much as possible to push out this collapse into the
future by band-aid solutions. Even the crustiest
Republicans understand this now because the world
is essentially sinking in a quagmire of debt.
This whole planet—every nation, every treasury,
all business and industry, all capital marketplaces—
is drowning in a sea of defaulted debt.
On a more humorous note, WorldCom announced that
they found another $3.3 billion missing—after the previous
$3.8 billion that was missing. And I love the explanation of
the former accountant. He was asked, “Where did you find
the $3.3 billion missing?” And the guy said, “Well, we
looked at our reserve accounts.” And that’s all he said.
They had to practically drag it out of him. “Well, what
did you find out when you looked at the reserve
accounts?” he was then asked. “Oh, the reserves were
all gone,” he answered. “Well, where did they go?” he
was asked again. And the guy answers, “We don’t
know. They seem to have disappeared (into a series of
offshore accounts.)” Cue up the laugh track.
POSTSCRIPT: The remnants of Global Crossing have
been bought out for three cents on the dollar by the
shadowy Chinese investment group Hutchison Whampoa,
which is majority owned by the Pilgrim Investment Trust,
which in turn is controlled by the Bush Family. In the past,
Hutchison Whampoa also got the Panama Canal deal.
It was also announced that since U.S. Air
collapsed, Hutchison Whampoa will buy them out as
well—for three or four cents on the dollar.
This completes the Republican cycle and illustrates
what George Bush meant by “the continuous consolidation
of money and power into higher, tighter and righter hands”.
You short the market during a Bushonian
Administration, knowing that Bushonian economics will
cause the markets to fall. You take the profits from those
shorts, which is essentially nothing but a transfer of wealth
from the American people to you. You stick it in your
offshore accounts, hedge it with gold to protect yourself
(because obviously the value of the dollar falls during a
Bush Administration) then you convert those dollars back
out when they’re cheap and the price of gold is high and
use them to buy corporations that your own economic
policies caused to fail, for three or four cents on the dollar,
thus completing the entire Republican cycle of control.
It is diabolical and it is brilliant. It is the
constant transfer of wealth from the American people
to the Bush Cabal because it is the American people
who are, by and large, long the market through their
401(k)s, IRAs and personal trading accounts. It is
traditionally Bush Cabalists and other Republican
Scamscateers who are short the market.
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